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Abstract

Wall displays immerse users in large, high-resolution information spaces. They are
well suited for data analysis, as users only need to move around the physical space
to explore the virtual information space displayed on the wall. They also facilitate
collaboration as their large physical size can accommodate multiple users. However,
designing e�ective ways of interacting with wall displays is challenging. Traditional
input devices, such as mice and keyboards, quickly show their limitations in an envi-
ronment where multiple users can interact and move freely.

HCI literature o�ers interesting alternatives to traditional input techniques. In
particular, Tangible User Interactions (TUIs), where users rely on custom tangible ob-
jects to interact with the virtual scene, have proved e�icient with di�erent types of
displays ranging from smartphones to tabletops. Tangible controllers have natural
advantages such as the haptic feedback they provide that enables eyes-free manip-
ulations. They also a�ord specific grasps and manipulations, guiding users on what
they can do with them. Empirical studies that compare tangibles to other forms of
input also report quantitative gains in regarding manipulation speed and precision in
di�erent hardware setups.

However, designing tangible controllers for wall displays is di�icult. First, the large
size and vertical orientation of walls must be taken into account to design tangibles
with a suitable form factor. Second, users move in space. They move away to get
a wider view, move closer to see details, or adjust their physical position based on
other users and objects in the room. This means that tangible controllers must be
usable regardless of the user’s position in the room, which has some impact on design
and engineering aspects. Finally, a wall display is o�en located in an environment
that feature other devices and displays. In such cases, designing tangible controllers
for a wall display requires to consider the whole multi-display environment, which
constrains even more the tangibles’ form factor and the underlying technologies.

My thesis work makes three contributions towards enabling tangible interaction
with wall displays.

The first project, WallTokens, contributes tangibles for enabling on surface inter-
action with wall displays. WallTokens are low-cost, passive controllers that users can
manipulate directly on the wall’s surface. WallTokens have a mechanism that allows
users to easily a�ach and detach them from the wall surface, so that when users are
done interacting, they can leave them in place and free their hands for other purposes.
We report on two studies assessing WallTokens’ usability, showing that they are more
precise and comfortable than bare-hand gestures to perform low-level manipulations
on walls.
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The second project, SurfAirs, contributes tangibles that support not only on surface
interaction but also distant interaction with wall displays. We present two possible
designs for versatile tangible controllers that can be used both on the wall surface
when users need precision and detail, and in the air when they need a wide viewing
angle. SurfAirs support both types of input, as well as smooth transitions between
the two. We report on two studies that compare SurfAir prototypes with bare hand
gestures for performing low-level manipulation tasks. SurfAirs outperform bare hand
gestures regarding accuracy, speed and user preference.

The third project contributes a survey about the use of physical controllers to in-
teract with a physical display. Each project is described along twelve dimensions that
capture the design aspects of the controller, the properties of the display and how
they communicate with each other. We contribute a Web page to explore this list of
references along the di�erent dimensions, and use it to discuss the challenges that
underlie the design of tangible controllers in a multi-display environment.



Résumé

Les murs d’écrans plongent les utilisateurs dans de larges espaces d’informations
ultra-haute résolution. Ils sont bien adaptés à l’analyse de grands ensembles de don-
nées car les utilisateurs peuvent se déplacer physiquement pour explorer ce qui est
a�iché à l’écran. Ils facilitent également la collaboration car leur taille permet facile-
ment d’accueillir plusieurs utilisateurs à la fois. Cependant, créer des interactions
e�icaces avec les murs d’écrans est un défi. Les périphériques traditionnels tel que le
clavier et la souris montre vite leur limite dans un contexte ou plusieurs utilisateurs
interagissent et se déplacent librement.

La li�érature en IHM propose des moyens d’interaction alternatifs. En particulier,
l’interaction tangible, qui s’appuie sur la manipulation d’objets physiques pour intera-
gir avec des scènes virtuelles, o�re des avantages intéressants pour les murs d’écrans.
La matérialité des contrôleurs o�re un retour haptique qui permet de les manipuler
sans les regarder. Leur forme suggère aussi la manière de les a�raper et de les ma-
nipuler, guidant les utilisateurs sur leurs fonctionnalités. De nombreuses études em-
piriques comparant les contrôleurs tangibles à d’autres formes d’interaction montrent
qu’ils procurent des gains significatifs en termes de vitesse et de précision de manip-
ulation.

Cependant, fabriquer des contrôleurs tangibles pour les murs d’écrans est di�icile.
Tout d’abord, l’orientation de l’écran et sa taille doivent être prise en compte pour fab-
riquer des tangibles appropriés. De plus, les utilisateurs sont mobiles : ils s’éloignent
pour obtenir un angle de vue plus large, se rapprochent pour voir plus de détails,
ou ajustent leur position en fonction de celle des autres utilisateurs. Les contrôleurs
tangibles doivent donc être conçu pour être utilisable quelle que soit la position de
l’utilisateur dans la pièce. Enfin, un mur d’écrans est souvent situé dans un contexte
rassemblant d’autres dispositifs (tables interactives, ordinateurs, etc.). Dans ce cas,
il est nécessaire de prendre en compte l’ensemble du contexte, contraignant la forme
des tangibles et les technologies sous-jacentes.

Mon travail de thèse propose trois contributions pour faciliter l’interaction tangi-
ble avec les murs d’écrans.

Mon premier projet, WallTokens, propose des tangibles qui perme�ent d’interagir
sur la surface des murs d’écrans. Les WallTokens sont équipés d’un mécanisme qui
permet aux utilisateurs de les a�acher et de les détacher facilement de la surface
du mur. Cela permet de les laisser en place lorsque les utilisateurs veulent libérer
leur main pour d’autres tâches. Nous présentons deux études évaluant la facilité
d’utilisation et l’e�icacité des WallTokens. Nos résultats montrent qu’ils sont plus
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précis et plus confortables que les interactions tactiles pour e�ectuer des manipula-
tions de bas niveau sur mur d’écrans.

Mon deuxième projet, SurfAirs, propose des tangibles perme�ant des interactions
avec les murs d’écrans en surface, quand les utilisateurs ont besoin de détails et de pré-
cision, mais aussi à distance quand ils ont besoin d’un grand angle de vue. Les SurfAirs
perme�ent également une transition continue entre ces deux modes d’interaction.
Nous présentons deux études qui comparent les SurfAirs avec des gestes à main nue
pour e�ectuer des tâches de manipulation de bas niveau. Les SurfAirs sont plus perfor-
mants que les gestes à main nue en termes de précision et de vitesse et les utilisateurs
les préfèrent.

Le troisième projet propose une étude de la li�érature sur l’utilisation de contrôleur
tangible avec des écrans. Chaque article étudié est classifié selon 12 dimensions qui
reflètent les aspects de la conception du contrôleur et de l’écran. Nous proposons un
outil Web qui permet l’exploration de notre corpus d’articles à travers ces dimensions
de classification. Nous discutons ensuite les défis qui sous-tendent la conception de
contrôleurs tangibles dans un environnement multi-écrans.
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Introduction
In our data driven era, interacting with large volumes of data has become more com-
mon but is still challenging. This is partly due to the complexity of the data sets but
also because of the large information space they require. A simple solution to ad-
dress this space issue is to use bigger displays. Such displays mainly take the shape of
high resolution interactive tabletops or walls that tend to move users away from the
usual desktop computing context (Figure 1.1). First, users are no longer seated alone
in front of their individual screen but rather share a large display surface with oth-
ers. Second, the interaction space is usually extended, meaning that users can move
in space around the display. Those new, large and multi-user spaces thus require de-
signing novel ways of interacting as they create much more complexity than a simple
context where a stationary user works with an individual display.

Even though large displays are more common today, HCI researchers are still
working on the multiple research questions they raise. Among others, an important
research question is to design ways of using concurrently a large shared screen. Users
need to share not only the digital space of the screen itself but also the physical space
around the screen. For instance, they might need to collaborate and share data or,
on the opposite, divide the space and keep some privacy. To perform this, it is usu-
ally necessary for the system to identify users, which is a research question by itself.
Moreover, as users can move in space and interact from a distance with the digital sur-
face, the system must support an interaction space that consists of both the surface

Figure 1.1: Examples of large interactive displays. On the le�, a wall display and on
the right a tabletop. Images source: [181] and [114].
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Figure 1.2: Examples of tangible user interfaces. On the le�, a standalone TUI used to
interact with vocal messages. In the center, a TUI used to provide haptic feedback in
VR on user faces. On the right, a TUI used as a controller for tablets. Images source:
https://vimeo.com/19930744, [227] and [41].

and the space around it. In particular, it means that users should ideally have con-
sistent and continuous means to interact both on the surface and in the air around
it. These are a few examples of the broad research questions that the HCI literature
keeps investigating in the domain of large interactive surfaces.

A promising way to address the challenges that we raise above is to rely on tangi-
ble objects to interact with large displays. Design and interaction relying on tangible
user interfaces (TUIs) is an extensive and very active research domain with a vast
literature. TUIs cover a more or less large set of interactions and devices. The consen-
sus is to consider any user interface where users rely on their physical environment
to interact with a digital system as a TUI. Some of them are well known due to the
predominant role they actually play. We can cite the computer mouse, invented by
D. Engelbart in 1963, or game controllers, the first one called "Paddle" introduced by
the game "Tennis for Two" in 1958. Although those input devices have proved very
versatile for controlling a wide range of applications or games, they show their limits
in the novel contexts of use that mobile devices, large displays or even Virtual Real-
ity headsets have opened. These new contexts of use, where users are not anymore
comfortably seated at their desk, have created novel opportunities and challenges for
designing TUIs. Challenges are not only related to technology, but also and foremost
to interaction and design regarding the form factor tangibles should have and the role
they should play in the interaction.

Even if a branch of the HCI literature takes interest in fully custom-made TUIs to
create stand-alone appliances [58, 155] as Bishop’s marble answering machine [25]
illustrated in Figure 1.2-(le�), most of tangibles are used in conjunction with existing
interactive systems. In both cases, the shapes or form factors that a TUI can take are
extremely diversified (Figure 1.2): from very generic geometries like cubes [22, 40, 79]
or spheres [64, 176] to realistic proxies [17, 157] (Figure 1.3 - right). The form factor of
a TUI is usually a key property in the interaction paradigm it supports. They can even
take the shape of wearable devices [35, 218] or piece of cloth [119, 172] and can also
be designed to provide specific haptic feedback using users’ own body [68]. From flat

https://vimeo.com/19930744
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Figure 1.3: Examples of di�erent tangible form factors. On the le� and in the middle,
generic cubic or spherical controllers. On the right, the controller is designed as a
human brain proxy. Images source: [79], [64] and [17].

surfaces to mid-air interaction, the context of use also heavily influences the design
of e�ective TUIs. Some TUIs involve static objects that can be put on desks [16, 55]
or that can be suspended [174], while others are mounted on existing devices like
smart phones [234] or VR headsets [205, 227] and some are even actuated like robots
[168, 173] or float in the air thanks to vibrations [153, 155].

Tangible objects can also play di�erent roles in TUIs. Sometimes they are used
to represent data [73, 152, 177], to give visual feedback [75] or to play an aesthetics
role [98, 132]. However, most o�en, tangible objects are used to act as controllers
[85, 110, 138]. Those are just a few examples of form factors, contexts and roles that
TUI projects can cover, but they highlight the broad scope of TUIs’ literature. As
manipulating physical objects is part of our everyday life, a TUI o�en creates a�or-
dances as to how to use it (i.e., users’ experience with artefacts from their physical
environment suggests a mode of operation with tangible objects in the TUI). Beyond
this, the physical cues in a TUI bring di�erent advantages. First, the haptic feedback
provided by tangible objects can make the system more powerful regarding di�er-
ent aspects. For instance, it can profit to immersion in a VR environment in multiple
ways [67, 157, 200], but can also enable eyes free control which can reach a critical
importance in certain situations such as driving a car [19, 237]. Second, the phys-
icality of TUIs has proven to allow more precise and faster manipulations in many
di�erent contexts [53, 69, 85, 213, 219]. Finally, researchers also found that using TUIs
in a multi-user setup can encourage specific collaboration strategies [5, 66] and in-
crease the awareness of what other users are doing [45]. Those advantages have led
the HCI community to investigate TUIs in many di�erent domains such as education
[59, 141, 201], accessibility [1, 33, 56, 61, 120], health [7, 131, 140], art [34, 164, 231] or
social interactions [28, 188, 220].

Within this wide variety of TUIs and contexts, my thesis focuses on TUIs for large
vertical displays with a specific interest in tangibles used as physical controllers. How-
ever, using a tangible controller in conjunction with an active display brings an impor-
tant additional question: how to implement communication between the controller
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Figure 1.4: Tangible use in the non-digital on horizontal or non horizontal surfaces.
On the le�, an antique depiction of the senet game, played on tabletop. Second
le�, people exchanging paper documents during a meeting. Second right, an in-
vestigation board used for crime investigation. Right, a dra�ing table with an at-
tached ruler. Images source: https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senet, https://www.pexels.com/photo/

colleagues-exchanging-papers-8369218/, https://www.pexels.com/fr-fr/photo/gens-main-stylo-crime-8369520/

and https://digitaltmuseum.se/021027069178/ritbord.

and the display? In such a case, the controller must be recognized and/or tracked to
be used as an input/output with an accuracy that is su�icient enough for the type
of interaction that it should support. The HCI literature already explored many dif-
ferent ways to tackle this question. Some of the recognition system used with TUIs
rely on wireless communication [137, 201], RFID tags [78, 96], vision-based mid-air
tracking [65, 79], magnetic fields [126, 130] or marker based recognition [114, 238].
Identifying a controller allows not only to tie it to specific uses, giving the ability to
create a set of tangible specialized tools [41], but also, if each users has his own set of
tangibles, it provides a straightforward solution to identify di�erent user interacting
with the same system [217]. This la�er property makes tangible controllers partic-
ularly useful for large display interaction because it avoids to instrument users with
sometimes cumbersome and/or long to configure trackable pieces of equipment [147].
However, even if the final result is a physical object that users manipulate with simple
actions, designing tangible controllers for a given setup is more complex than it can
seem. In particular, its form factor must be thoroughly thought. Of course, the techni-
cal requirements to make it communicate with the display surface and the usage the
tangible will be assigned to are the main challenges to solve. However, considerations
regarding weight, size and comfort of use during manipulations are key to usability
and must be kept in mind all along the creation process of a tangible controller. All
of these results in a set of physical constraints on the controller’s structure that make
its design a non-trivial task.

Using tangible objects while si�ing or standing nearby a table is a common habit
for most people (Figure 1.4). We can think of lunch times where people pass plates
around or meetings where participants exchange paper documents. Board games,
which are heavily spread across the world, are also a context where users play with
tangible objects on a table. One common point in those games is the physical tokens
that players manipulate to give a visual feedback on the state of the game. Those non-

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senet
https://www.pexels.com/photo/colleagues-exchanging-papers-8369218/
https://www.pexels.com/photo/colleagues-exchanging-papers-8369218/
https://www.pexels.com/fr-fr/photo/gens-main-stylo-crime-8369520/
https://digitaltmuseum.se/021027069178/ritbord.
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Figure 1.5: Tangible controllers used on a display surface. On the le�, tangibles are
used on a horizontal surface in a board game context. On the right, tangibles a�ached
on a vertical display surface to educate students about physics principles. Images
source: [211] and [204].

digital uses have inspired many projects since the first active tabletop systems became
available. Additionally to the analogies they provide, tangible controllers used with
tabletops are a good fit as they profit from the fact that the screen is horizontal and
flat. It is easy for users to free their hands when they stop interacting as they can just
leave in place the tangible they were holding or manipulating (Figure 1.5). However,
these simple yet very useful advantages that tabletops o�er disappear when surfaces
are no longer horizontal. Vertical surfaces like walls su�er from the e�ect of gravity.

Nevertheless, the non-digital world also features contexts where people do use tan-
gible objects on passive vertical surfaces. Investigation boards, with pins and threads
or architect desk but also white boards with magnets, are all examples where physi-
cal objects are used on non-horizontal surfaces. All of them have in common the fact
that the objects need at one point to be a�ached to the surface. But when it comes
to vertical active screens, pins and magnets (Figure 1.4), which are o�en used in the
non-digital world, cannot be directly transposed to the digital world. Projection-based
displays are a solution to remedy this, as the image can be projected on magnetic [126]
or porous material, but such solutions typically do not have a resolution as high as an
active display and su�er from ambient luminosity problems. This might be a reason
why the literature about tangible interaction is abundant when it comes to tabletops,
but get scarcer when it comes to vertical displays. Moreover, wall displays and table-
tops share a large interaction space but are di�erent by nature due to their screen
orientation. Additionally to the problems it creates for tangible interaction, this sim-
ple property strongly impacts the way they are used, therefore creating the need to
design for each of them specific interaction techniques. While tabletops allow users
to gather and move around the horizontal surface, wall displays’ verticality enforce
users to face them. Users can then get close to it and profit from the high resolution to
perform precise manipulations or observe specific data, or take some distance to get
a wider view of their workspace, but they always have to face them. To summarize,
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creating tangible interaction for wall displays requires not only to compensate the
disadvantages verticality brings, but also to ensure that it will not impair the unique
interaction space they o�er. The goal of this thesis is to provide novel and e�icient
ways to enable tangible interaction in a wall display environment.

1.1 Research question

The main research question of my thesis is the following: How to enable tangible
interaction on wall displays? A main aspect to consider when designing interaction
with a wall display is the multi-layered space they open to users. On or close to their
surface, wall displays can be used for tasks that require precision or a high level of
details. From a distance, wall displays give users a wider view of their workspace.
Ensuring means to interact in these two spaces (close and distant) but also a fluid
transition between them is key for users to take advantage of both spaces depending
on the task at hand. Moreover, walls are o�en used in large rooms equipped with
many devices which can be used in combination with the wall to design powerful
multi-display setups as in [109] ,or [65]. These considerations motivate the three more
specific research questions of my thesis that I detail below:

• How to enable on surface tangible interaction on a wall display?

On surface controllers are physical objects that users can manipulate in contact with
the digital surface (Figure 1.5). Typical manipulations consist in sliding or rotating
such controllers on the surface. However, as mentioned above, using tangibles as on
surface controllers for wall displays requires to find a way to leave them in place. On
the one hand, it gives the possibility for users to free their hands for other purposes.
On the other hand, it makes it possible to indicate a specific location in the digital
space with a tangible, which contributes to blending the space between the physical
and the digital world. Designing on surface tangibles for wall displays thus involve
some technical aspects to continuously track and uniquely identify those tangibles (to
enable the creation of a set of tangibles), and design aspects to o�er a user experience
where tangibles can be both easily manipulated on surface and le� in place at will.

• How to enable continuous tangible interaction from the wall surface to
the air?

Finding a way to enable on surface tangible interaction on a wall display is not enough.
To take full advantage of a wall’s possibilities, users must also be able to move and
interact in the physical space in front of the wall. One of the main challenges that
this raises is the ability to track a tangible both on the surface, in the air and during
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Figure 1.6: Large vertical screens used with other displays. On the le�, tablets are
used to control the cursors on the wall. In the middle, the user can position a tangible
on a map displayed on a tabletop to display a street view of that location on a vertical
display. On the right, users equipped with headsets to augment a wall display. Images
source: [43], [51] and [108].

the transition between the surface and the air. Ensuring this on surface and mid-
air interaction with the same tangible controller is di�icult in terms of design as it
requires to provide consistent manipulations between the surface and the air as well
as enabling a seamless transition between both. The design di�iculty does not only
come from the definition of interaction techniques, but also from the identification
of a good form factor for the tangible, as users need to be able to manipulate it both
when in contact with a surface and in the air.

• How to design a multi-display/multi-purpose tangible controller for in-
teractive rooms that feature more than just a wall?

A wall display is o�en used in a multi-display context (Figure 1.6). The wall itself needs
a large room where di�erent devices are o�en available as well. These other devices
can take the form of a traditional desktop workstation [139] but also of mobile displays
[110], tabletops [65] or AR headsets [109]. Those devices usually complement one an-
other to o�er a rich interactive ecosystem where users can take advantage of each
device’s specificities depending on their needs. Bringing those di�erent devices to-
gether in a continuous workspace requires seamless transitions which can be achieved
through tangible interactions. However, those devices each have specific characteris-
tics that have an impact on the design of tangible controllers. As having a specialized
tangible for each device breaks the notion of continuity between the devices, I believe
that it would be interesting to discuss the design of multi-device/multi-purpose tan-
gibles, versatile enough to interact with multiple heterogeneous devices. Designing
such a controller is then particularly challenging as it needs to allows a high degree
of adaptability to take into account the diversity in such a complex ecosystem.
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1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured into six parts including the introduction and the conclusion.
A�er a related work chapter, I dedicate one chapter to each of my contributions that
respectively address the research questions described above.

• First, we describe the WallTokens project that o�ers a solution for on-surface
tangible interaction with vertical displays. A WallToken is an easy to fabri-
cate and passive token whose footprint is recognized on a tactile surface. It
is equipped with a push-handle that controls a suction cup. This makes it easy
for users to switch between sliding the token or a�aching it to the wall. We de-
scribe how to build such tokens and how to recognize them on a tactile surface.
We report on a study showing the benefits of WallTokens for manipulating vir-
tual objects over multi-touch gestures. This project is a step towards enabling
tangible interaction in a wall display context.

• Then, we propose to extend the interaction from the surface to the air with
SurfAirs. SurfAirs are physical controllers that users can manipulate on screen
(surface input), in the air (mid-air input), and transition from the surface to the
air during a single manipulation (hybrid input). We report on two user studies
that compare SurfAirs’ performance with bare-hand input for both mid-air and
hybrid input. Participants prefer and perform be�er with SurfAirs.

• Finally, based on a survey that we conducted across four ACM conferences, we
give an overview of the projects that use tangible controllers with physical dis-
plays over a span of 27 years. This survey was motivated by the desire to under-
stand how we could design tangible controllers for multi-display environments
containing a wall display. We propose 12 design dimensions to characterize the
controllers, the displays and how they communicate, and provide a Web tool
to navigate our corpus of references along these dimensions. We then conclude
with an analysis of our corpus to discuss the challenges that underlie the design
of tangible controllers in a multi-display environment.
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Related Work

My thesis work investigates the use of tangible controllers with wall displays. This
section, divided into five parts, presents the related work on the topic. The first two
parts cover general related work about the benefits of both tangible interaction and
vertical displays. The other three parts cover related work that is more specific to the
precise research questions this thesis studies. The third part reviews projects about
on surface tangible interaction for both horizontal and vertical displays. The fourth
part focuses on previous work about hybrid interaction, i.e., solutions that combine
on surface and mid-air control, in general (i.e., for various types of display surfaces)
while the fi�h part focuses on physical controllers that have been used for interacting
with vertical displays. We will revisit some of this related work at the end of this
manuscript, where we discuss the challenges that designing tangible controllers raise
when they are considered in environments that combine a wall display with other
displays.

2.1 Benefits of Tangible Controllers

For Collaboration

The HCI literature has proposed applications that rely on tangibles for collaborative
interaction in many domains such as art [114], education [5], design [86] or document
editing [224]. There are also empirical results that support tangibles’ advantages in
such contexts. For example, in Schneider et al.’s study [193], pairs of apprentices in
logistics had to design a warehouse on a tabletop using either multitouch interaction
or tangibles. In such a high-level, problem-solving task, tangibles were preferred over
touch gestures because they o�ered a be�er support to the exploration of alternatives.
Antle et al. also showed that tangibles can be beneficial to the implementation of
specific design strategies that enforce or encourage exchanges between users [5, 66].
Finally, Cherek et al. report on a study where participants were playing a game on

11
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a tabletop and had to react to others’ actions while playing [45]. When performed
with tangibles, actions were be�er detected than with virtual objects, suggesting that
tangibles increase awareness of others’ actions, which is key to collaboration [60, 82].

For Precise, Space-multiplexed or Eyes-free Control
Tangibles have also been studied at a lower level, demonstrating their e�iciency for
fine-grained manipulations of virtual objects. In their seminal study, Fitzmaurice and
Buxton [69] show that enabling space-multiplexed input with multiple specialized tan-
gibles o�ers more precision than a time-multiplexed input device such as a mouse.
Later, Tuddenham et al. [206] compared the performance of multi-touch and tangible
input when interacting with virtual objects displayed on a tabletop. They considered
both a simple docking task and a pursuit task that involves four objects as in Fitzmau-
rice and Buxton’s study. In these studies, participants were faster and more accurate
with tangibles than they were with multi-touch manipulations. The advantages of
tangibles have been further supported by other studies. Voelker et al. [213] report on
a study where they compared physical knobs and virtual knobs (manipulated with
one or two fingers). They found that physical knobs outperform virtual ones in terms
of both speed and accuracy, and that one-finger virtual knob performance degrades
relatively more when used eyes-free than the other two types of knob (whose per-
formance remained mostly unchanged). Hancock et al. [85] propose tangibles with
a mounted trackball that provides an additional control dimension. They report on
an experimental task that consists of manipulations with multiple degrees of freedom
(DOF). Compared to touch gestures, tangibles did not significantly di�er for 5-DOF
tasks, but were much faster for 3-DOF tasks. Participants also felt more precise when
controlling a parameter with tangibles, in particular for the data exploration task that
they studied. However, Hancock et al. also mention the occlusion issues that can
occur with tangibles. Finally, Tangible Tiles [219] is a system that provides a collec-
tion of transparent tokens for manipulating digital images on a tabletop. In a task
where pairs of participants had to explore images to find hidden features, manipula-
tions with tangible tiles were still less e�icient than manipulations of paper images,
but they were more e�icient than single-touch manipulations.

2.2 Benefits of Vertical Display Surfaces

For Orientation-dependent or Multi-Scale Information Spaces
Some studies have observed the e�ect of display orientation on users’ experience.
First, Morris et al. [156] have studied the impact of orientation for additional displays
in an o�ice environment for single users, and have reported that horizontal displays
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Figure 2.1: Proxemic interactions for public vertical displays. Both images illustrate
how the concept of proxemic interaction enables displaying personal information on
a public display. The closer to the display a user is, the more personal the information
displayed is. Images source: [50] and [215].

can cause ergonomic discomfort for some tasks such as reading long documents in
comparison with vertical ones. A vertical orientation is thus preferable in some cases,
particularly when the information space has a reference orientation. Inkpen et al. [97]
support such a dependency between the type of task and the relevance of a given dis-
play’s orientation. In their study, participants were faster using a vertical display but
also find it more tiring. Their participants also really liked the perspective given by the
vertical display by moving toward or away from it. This particularity of movement in
space opens a design space for proxemic interactions. In proxemic interactions, users’
position relative to the display impacts what is actually displayed on the screen. A
good example is Ballendat et al.’s media player in [13]. In this project, the interface is
designed to react to both implicit and explicit interactions. For instance the interface
gets more detailed as the user gets closer to it, implicitly inviting to interact with touch
Figure 2.1, right. Output can also be modified for privacy purpose as seen in Vogel et
al. [215] and Coenen et al.’s [50] projects. Designed for use in a public space, those
projects divide the screen space to provide di�erent level of information to di�erent
users. For instance, in [50] which is illustrated on the le� of Figure 2.1, one user’s per-
sonal information is displayed on the bo�om display that is visible to that user only
as he is close enough to the display to see that information while his body hides it to
other, more distant users. However, proxemics can also be used to control input as in
Jakobsen et al.’s information visualization project [107]. Here, the user’s position in
space is directly used as input to navigate graph, maps or charts by panning or zoom-
ing on the data. In their study, participants "liked the idea of mapping physical space to
data space" and found that "using body movement was intuitive or natural". Changing
the zoom level according to user distance seemed useful as it reduced participants
e�ort while allowing smoother interaction compared to mouse control.
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For Collaboration

In a collaborative context, Rogers and Lindley [187] conducted a study where teams
of three participants had to solve a trip planning task. They compared three condi-
tions: a desktop+mouse control condition, and two larger (∼1×1 meter) shared display
conditions with a single pen controller that users have to exchange. The two shared
display conditions di�er in the display orientation: horizontal (table) or vertical (wall).
Overall, the horizontal condition seemed to be�er promote collaboration between par-
ticipants. A possible reason why users may have preferred the horizontal condition is
the ease of both exchanging the pen and switching between paper-based and digital
activities. In the vertical condition, participants complained about the fact that there
was no obvious place to put the pen down. Interestingly, in Potvin et al.’s study [179]
where each participant had their own pen and could keep holding it, there was no clear
di�erence between the horizontal and vertical orientations for completing a design
task collaboratively. These results suggest that tangible artifacts can be cumbersome
when working with a vertical display if users cannot easily put them down somewhere.
When multiple users collaborate on the same display, the question of how users share
the physical and virtual space become crucial. Azad et al. [9] showed in their study
that, in a collaborative context, the on-screen territoriality of vertical displays is sim-
ilar to the one on tabletop. Jakobsen and Hornbaek [102] showed that this similarity
might be linked to the display size. Their study showed that larger display requires
less negotiations for pairs of users as they mostly shared the space evenly. However,
when the number of users increases as in the fast-paced game context given in the
Miners project by VonZadow et al. [217], users tend to ignore social cues and other’s
interactions. Nonetheless, authors discuss the fact that those awareness and commu-
nication problems are strong when users are up-close to the wall but the observations
might be di�erent with distant interactions.

2.3 Tangibles for Interacting on the Surface

In 1997, H.Ishii and B.Ulmmer present their Tangible bits project which features
[99] two interesting prototypes: the metaDESK and the transBOARD. While the
metaDESK is horizontal and looks like an interactive tabletop, the transBOARD is
a vertical active whiteboard allowing to record users gestures while drawing or writ-
ing on it. This seminal work on tangible interaction already envisioned tangible uses
both on horizontal and vertical surfaces. However, this project already shows the
limitations of tangible when used in combination with vertical surfaces. While the
metaDESK provides multiples phicons and tools, the transBOARD is limited to phys-
ical cards which can be a�ached to the surface. This review section focuses on On
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Surface physical controllers, i.e., controllers that are in contact with the surface, and
the impact of surface orientation on their design and use.

Horizontal Displays
With the advent of interactive tabletops, the metaphor with tables from our everyday
life quickly inspired using tangible objects to interact with digital tables. The literature
in HCI presents multiple projects about tangibles for tabletop interaction. One key
challenge to interact with tangible controllers on display surfaces is the recognition
technology used. Relying on a vision-based tabletop system, Jorda et al.’s Reactable
enabled music creation on interactive tabletops with tangible controllers. Those con-
trollers are identified using reacTIVision [18] custom fiducial markers tracked by an
infrared camera. Waldner et al. [219] also proposed tangible controllers for active
tabletops recognized thanks to markers. Those tangibles are transparent, revealing
what is displayed underneath. Thanks to their transparency and generic form factor,
they can be used as di�erent interactive tools such as an eraser, a magnifier or a mag-
net. Recognizing tangibles on a tabletop surface can also be done through capacitive
technology, by associating a specific configuration of contact points to a specific to-
ken. While Morales et al.’s TouchTokens are made to create a specific configuration of
fingers when users hold them on a surface, Chan et al.’s Capstones [41] and Voelker et
al.’s PUCs [212] use conductive materials to create footprints. However, Capstones re-
lies on user touching them to create conductivity while PUCS are standalone, cleverly
using the screen itself as ground. Other projects propose either using magnetic fields
with Hall sensors [128, 222] or RFID markers [96, 185] to identify multiple markers on
horizontal surfaces. The common point of all those projects is the possibility to create
as many unique tangibles as the number of capacitive footprints the technology can
discriminate. Designing multiple tangibles creates a set of tools to multiplex input in
space, which is beneficial to contexts that involve multiple users (multi-user) or multi-
ple tools (multi-tool). However, users are limited by the number of tangibles they can
manipulate as they have only two hands and they might have to free their hands for
other purposes. On horizontal displays, they can just leave the tangibles in place but,
as discussed in the next section, this quickly becomes a problem with vertical displays.

Vertical Displays
Whatever the technology considered, there is no obvious way of making tangibles
work as they do on horizontal surfaces with a vertical surface. As discussed above, the
main issue to address is that of gravity, which prevents users from dropping tangibles
without them falling to the floor.

As mentioned in the introduction, locomotion is key to interaction with wall dis-
plays. Users interact with the wall both from up close and from afar [3]. This means
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that the design of tangibles for wall displays should consider (at least) the following
two themes in Hornecker and Buur’s framework of Tangible Interaction [95]: tangible
manipulation to act on digital information through manipulation of material objects,
and spatial interaction to take into account users’ physical navigation in front of the
wall. Carrying multiple controllers in this situation might quickly become cumber-
some, hence the need for users to leave them somewhere meaningful.

Distant actions for interacting with a wall display can be performed with mid-air
gestures (e.g., [167]) and with physical objects such as personal devices (e.g., [43, 218])
or custom-made objects that are manipulated in the air [17]. However, when it comes
to interaction within arms’ reach, surface tangibles have rarely been considered. The
Miners project [217] makes use of tangible+touch interactions for a multi-player game
on a wall display. Such interactions proved very engaging for users. However, the use
of tangibles remains underexplored, as each player manipulates a single token that
is associated with a specific action. Furthermore, each player must always hold the
token in their hand. The Vertibles project [90] relies on micro suction cups to a�ach
tangible controllers on a vertical surface. A camera and a projector are used to track
the controllers and display information on them. However, the Vertibles are stuck
once a�ached making surface interactions such as slides or rotations impossible. The
Geckos project [126] brings a promising solution with a projected screen on a mag-
netic surface to enable the use of magnet based controllers. Those controllers are
recognized thanks to their magnetic footprint and can be easily moved on the display
surface. Nonetheless, this solution is unadapted to active high resolution display as
their surface can hardly become magnetic. My first project contribution aims at en-
abling an interaction style where users can not only manipulate tokens on a vertical
surface but also leave them in place on that surface. This makes it possible for users to
a�ach controllers at locations of interest, to switch between di�erent tangibles or to
simply free their hands when needed.

2.4 Interacting on the Surface... and from a Distance

As explained above, wall displays profit from a large but complex interaction space.
Interacting on the display surface is not enough and users needs to move along but
also away from the display. This section focuses on HCI projects that investigate
hybrid control that spans the surface and the volume around the surface. The scope
of projects in this section is not restricted to tangible interaction and wall displays but
rather to the hybrid nature of interaction independently from the type of input and
display.

To address issues related to touch input on small-sized screens, several research
prototypes (e.g. [32, 37, 113, 121]) augment handheld devices with sensors to track
hand input in the air around the device. But the advantages of extending touch to the
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Figure 2.2: On the le�, the Pointables technique [14] enables the manipulation of ob-
jects that are not within arms reach. On the right, the Talaria technique [183] makes
it possible to perform a continuous movement of a large amplitude by taking some
distance from the wall during a drag-and-drop action. Source: [14] and [183].

air around or above the screen are not limited to small devices. Marquardt et al. [143]
propose such a continuous interaction space above a tabletop, and list the many inter-
action techniques that it enables to, e.g., interact from up-close or afar, grab out-of-
reach objects or perform high-precision manipulations. Prior to the conceptualization
by Marquardt et al., projects such as SecondLight [100] had investigated the detection
of users’ hand and objects beyond the tabletop’s surface from a technological stand-
point and proposed actual tabletop prototypes. For example, Hilliges et al. use this
continuous interaction space to enable intuitive manipulations of virtual objects [91].
Banerjee et al.’s Pointables [14] project pursue this idea of interacting above a table-
top. Using bi-manual interaction combining touch + mid-air gestures (Figure 2.2-le�),
they propose an unobtrusive in place manipulation to reach and manipulate distant
target on the tabletop. Extended interaction spaces can also be very useful in multi-
display environments such as LightSpace [228] where users need both local power for
interacting with the current display and remote powers for interacting with distant
displays [162].

Empirical studies show that physical navigation is key when working with large
information spaces [11, 12]. It is valued over virtual navigation [104], and even more
so for di�icult tasks [135]. Hybrid input can also facilitate collaborative work. On the
one hand, touch input can help switch between di�erent collaboration styles [103]
and handle concurrent access [105]. On the other hand, touch input can also cause
physical conflicts or hide content from other users [89, 105]. This advocates for en-
abling interaction both up close and from afar. Some systems implement hybrid input
for wall displays, enabling interaction through either direct touch or mid-air gestures.
For instance, Schick et al. [190] rely on RGB cameras and computer vision methods to
extend touch with a raycast along the user’s arm. In a similar spirit, Jakobsen et al. ex-
tend a multitouch wall display with optical tracking to support mid-air raycast [106].
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Figure 2.3: Examples of instrumentation for users to interact with mid-air bare hand
gestures. On the le�, 5mm infrared markers a�ached on the user hand to track precise
gestures. On the right, users are equipped with a glove, a hat and a jacket with 10mm
infrared markers a�ached to them to track their body, right hand, head and selected
fingers. Images source: [147] and [215].

They report on studies that compare touch and mid-air input with contrasted observa-
tions. Participants preferred touch to interact with small objects, but tended to choose
mid-air input over touch for large-scale manipulations or when they needed a large
viewing angle. Like the Pointable technique [14] for tabletops or the MirrorTouch
public display [158], the wall display in Jakobsen et al.’s studies does not integrate
touch and mid-air input. Users can rely on either touch or mid-air, but they cannot,
for instance, initiate a movement with a sliding gesture on the surface and continue
with that same movement in the air like the Talaria technique does [183]. Moreover,
while projects such as Liu et al.’s Gunslinger [136] or Langner et al. [123] divides
touch and mid-air interaction between both hands, Talaria profit from uni-manual in-
teraction (Figure 2.2-right). This is particularly interesting as it avoid preempting one
of the user hands to enable continuity between the touch and the mid-air interaction
spaces. My second project focus on those hybrid input and allows to go beyond surface
manipulations using physical controllers by implementing the concept of O�-Surface
Tangibles, which has been sketched by Cherek et al. in the context of tabletops [44].
Those tangible controllers are tracked both on the surface and in the air, and enable
interactions that span across the two.

Such hybrid input is particularly important for wall displays as users move phys-
ically in front of the display, however all the systems mentioned above rely on bare-
hand, device-free techniques. Using bare hand gestures has the great advantage of
leaving users’ hands free, but it also has downsides. In particular, it su�ers from a
lack of haptic feedback and requires users to learn specific hand postures to perform
actions as simple as mode switching [197] or clicking [216]. Even for something as
elementary as pointing, switching between absolute and relative mode is key to cope
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Figure 2.4: Examples of tangible controllers for vertical displays. On the le�, physical
controllers are a�ached to a handheld device that can be used in a remote control like
way to interact with a wall from a distance. On the right, tangibles are used directly
on the surface of a wall display. Images source: [110] and [217].

with the inherent lack of precision and instability of raycasting [160]. In addition to
the di�iculty of learning and performing postures such as ThumbTrigger [80, 216],
SideTrigger [14] or Multirays [147], bare-hand input potentially conflicts with users’
movements that are not intended to be interpreted by the system. This is particularly
true when users move in space and discuss with each other in a collaborative context.
Lastly, projects relying on bare hands gestures [14, 136, 147] or proxemics [13, 107, 215]
o�en use vision based tracking. This requires to instrument the user with sometimes
cumbersome or potentially di�icult to calibrate equipment (Figure 2.3). Using tan-
gible controllers in such cases allow to shi� the tracked markers on the object itself
avoiding those di�iculties. Moreover, when they want to stop the interaction, users
can simply leave the tracked object somewhere without having to remove the tracking
equipment they might be wearing. When they want to resume interaction, they just
take the tangible controller back while, with a wearable equipment, this might involve
a new calibration procedure.

2.5 Physical Controllers for Interacting with Wall
Displays

Several research prototypes complement or replace bare-hand input with an o�-the-
shelf input device. The device can be a basic input device (such as a mouse [104, 167]
or a multi-touch trackpad [135]) or it can be a personal handheld device [43, 123,
149, 167, 203]. Relying on an additional device enables e�icient implementation of
indirect pointing through e.g., an acceleration function and a mode switch between
absolute and relative cursor control [149, 166]. In addition to acting as a pointing
device, the screen of a handheld device can be used to recognize simple touch actions
such as double tap or slide gestures [123]. The device’s screen can even host some
UI components to invoke commands and adjust parameters in the form of so�ware
components [43, 203] or physical components [110] (Figure 2.4-le�).
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Rather than relying on conventional devices, some projects fall in the category
of Tangible User Interfaces with tailored, ad hoc tangibles. Tangible User Interaction
(TUI) means interacting with digital information through the physical environment.
What TUI encompasses is debatable. For example, taken literally, a mouse is a physi-
cal object in the environment and in that sense can be seen as a tangible interaction
device. However, the HCI community tacitly agrees that TUI does not encompass
traditional workstation and input devices. This can be achieved by giving a physical
shape to digital information [99], by making everyday objects play an active role in the
digital environment [225] or by having one or several physical, specialized controllers
that can multiplex input or output in space [69, 114, 206]. This la�er approach is par-
ticularly relevant for environments that involve a large interaction space. Moreover,
the feedthrough provided by the manipulation of physical artefacts can help increase
group awareness and facilitate collaboration [163].

Regarding mid-air interaction, tangibles have received more a�ention for immer-
sive environments [10, 24, 52, 64, 65, 74, 118] than for wall displays. In the specific
context of wall displays, tangibles have been almost exclusively proposed for interac-
tion on the display itself (Figure 2.4-right). The seminal pick-and-drop technique [184]
allows users to tap an object with a pen to pick it, and then tap again to drop it else-
where. As one pen is associated with one user, pick-and-drop multiplexes input in
space, enabling several users to perform concurrent manipulations. In the Seconds
ma�er project [72], Fraser et al. study the transition from o�-screen space to on-
screen space for pen input on a digital whiteboard. In their system, two users (say
*1 and *2) collaborate synchronously but are located in two distant sites. The loca-
tion of *1’s pen relative to *1’s whiteboard is displayed on *2’s whiteboard so that
*2 can anticipate where interaction will take place and thus be�er synchronize their
own actions with that of *1. Several projects have proposed other types of tangibles
for surface manipulations on vertical displays. For example, in Miners [217], users
rely on touch input combined with small tangibles in the form of tokens that are sim-
ilar to TouchTokens [154]. A tangible in the Miners game identifies a user. When in
contact with the wall, it delineates an area where touch input is associated with that
user. Some tangibles can also be a�ached to the wall [90, 126] and used as tangible
widgets in the spirit of what SLAP widgets enable on tabletops [223]. WallTokens [53]
are tangibles that can be both a�ached to, or slid over, the surface. They can thus be
used as either widgets or controllers. Empirical observations reveal the advantages of
such tangibles over touch gestures in terms of comfort and speed when manipulating
virtual objects displayed on a surface, either horizontal [85, 206] or vertical [53].

Relying on a physical controller for interacting with wall displays can address is-
sues related to bare-hand input. Physical controllers can be organized into two cate-
gories: personal devices (i.e. tablets or smartphones) or ad hoc tangibles. While using
a personal device to interact with a wall display enables powerful interaction tech-
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niques, it also means constantly holding this personal device. In addition to the fa-
tigue this can cause, users do not have their hands free, which can be annoying when
interacting with other artefacts as well as when performing bi-manual actions on the
wall itself. Also, as mentioned earlier, such device-based interaction is indirect and
does not integrate well with direct touch interaction on the wall, that users like to
rely on [106].

A couple of research projects equip smartphones with additional sensors to rec-
ognize a contact between the smartphone and an external touchscreen [175, 191], en-
abling users with phone touch input. However, the form factor of a smartphone makes
such direct phone touch actions typically limited to basic taps. On the opposite, tan-
gibles that are tailored to wall displays can support richer surface manipulations on
the wall itself such as sliding and rotating, which can even be combined with touch
actions [53, 217]. As discussed above, those custom tangibles can even be designed so
that users can a�ach them to the wall to free their hands for other actions [53, 90, 126].

2.6 Summary

This chapter is a review of di�erent projects linked to my thesis research question.
However, while the literature demonstrate that both large vertical displays and tan-
gible user interfaces improve users’ experience in multiple contexts, the intersection
of these two domains is rarely explored. The main challenge resides in combining
both large wall displays’ wide interaction space and the haptic advantages of tangible
controllers without impairing one or the other.
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Enabling On Surface Tangible
Interaction with Wall Displays

As detailed in the previous chapter, the interaction space with a wall display is not
limited to its surface. However, as a first step, we started this PhD work with an in-
depth investigation of on surface interaction for wall displays. While many projects
have investigated tangible interaction on the surface of active horizontal displays, very
few projects have already investigated on surface tangible interaction on active vertical
displays. The only projects that addressed this topic actually rely on a�ached static
controllers [90, 204] that feature quite constrained manipulations such as turning a
knob. In this project, our goal is to contribute surface tangible controllers that users
can actually slide and rotate on a vertical display as they can usually do on horizontal
displays.

For this purpose, we designed WallTokens which are tangibles that can be easily
and comfortably a�ached or detached from the vertical display surface. A WallToken
is an easy-to-fabricate tangible. It is a passive token whose footprint is recognized on
a tactile surface. It is equipped with a push-handle that controls a suction cup. This
makes it easy for users to switch between sliding the token or a�aching it to the wall.
We describe our design and fabrication process as well as our approach to track and
recognize such tangibles. We report on a study showing the benefits of WallTokens for
manipulating virtual objects over multi-touch gestures. We finally illustrate their use
with three demo applications, and make our development framework available to the
community.

This chapter is based on a full paper published at CHI ’21 [53]. Supplementary
material for this project, including a video, is available at https://walltokens.lisn.
upsaclay.fr/.

23
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Figure 3.1: (Le�) Two users interacting with WallTokens on a wall display. Each Wall-

Token can be manipulated on the surface or a�ached to it. (Right) Close up of a user
a�aching a WallToken to the wall.

3.1 Introduction

Large, ultra-high resolution displays (wall displays) make it possible for one or several
users to interact with large volumes of data. Unlike horizontal screens such as table-
tops, vertical displays make it possible for an audience to observe a scene from roughly
the same perspective, which is particularly important when that scene has a preferred
orientation – e.g., text documents or maps. Users can also explore that scene at dif-
ferent levels of detail through physical navigation (stepping close to see the details,
stepping back to gain an overview). However, designing e�icient interaction tech-
niques for large vertical displays is particularly challenging. Distant interaction can
rely on mid-air gestures [167] or personal devices used as remote controllers [43, 110].
Close interaction can rely on touch gestures (e.g., [134]). The la�er have the advantage
of leaving users’ hands free of any controller, but they also lack precision and hardly
scale to concurrent interactions from multiple users.

Surface tangibles can enrich interaction from close distance with a large sur-
face. As opposed to tangibles that are tracked in the air (with e.g., an external op-
tical system), surface tangibles get tracked by the system when they are in contact
with the surface. They enable precise manipulations [69, 85, 206], support eyes-free
control [110, 213], can encourage specific collaboration strategies [5, 66] or increase
awareness of others’ actions [45]. Such tangibles have been considered to inter-
act with horizontal surfaces, e.g., [114, 154, 223], or with specific supporting struc-
tures [209]. But they cannot easily be used with large vertical surfaces as multiple
tangibles become cumbersome when they cannot be le� on the display.

In the non-digital world, people work with tangibles on vertical passive surfaces.
Whiteboards with magnets, investigation boards with pins and threads, architect
desks with drawing tools are all examples of tangibles on vertical or inclined surfaces.
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However, when it comes to vertical surfaces that actively emit light such as LCD or
LED screens, the use of tangibles raises issues. Simple tools just fall, while pins and
magnets damage electronics in screens.

In this chapter, we introduce WallTokens as a means to prototype tangible inter-
action for vertical surfaces (Figure 3.1). A WallToken is a light, passive tangible that is
mounted on feet in order to generate a multi-touch pa�ern (i.e., its footprint) when
put in contact with the wall. A push-handle, located at the token’s center, controls
an additional foot which is equipped with a spring and terminated by a suction cup.
Pushing this handle brings the suction cup in contact with the surface, a�aching the
token to the wall. Once a�ached, the token can be manipulated as a rotary knob, or
le� as is to free the user’s hands for any other action. Users can easily detach a token
with a simple lever movement that uses any of the peripheral feet as a pivot. This
pulls the suction cup away from the wall, which makes the central foot contract back.
Users can thus a�ach and detach tokens at will, making it easy to switch between
di�erent tokens or between barehand gestures and token manipulations.

In this chapter, we detail the design and fabrication process of WallTokens, which
relies on 3D printing and basic supplies (i.e., springs and suction cups) only. We de-
scribe how well they get recognized on our wall display, which is equipped with an in-
frared frame for detecting multi-touch input. In a study, we compare the performance
of tangibles and multi-touch gestures for manipulating virtual objects, showing that
participants’ experience is be�er with tangibles than with multi-touch gestures. We
finally report on our prototyping experience with a sample of applications that we
developed on top of our library for handling token input.

Our main contributions are:

• a solution to enable tangible interaction for vertical displays;

• a low-cost approach to the prototyping of such tangibles;

• a study in which tokens performed be�er than multitouch gestures for manip-
ulating virtual objects.

3.2 WallTokens
WallTokens are tangibles that are low-cost and easy-to-fabricate, making them ideal
for prototyping. They consist of basic supplies (spring, suction cup and felt) and 3D
printed parts assembled together. They are passive, designed to be interacted with
on multi-touch surfaces. Like some previous projects (e.g., [41, 110, 122, 154]), each
WallToken is mounted on feet that generate a multi-touch pa�ern when in contact
with a tactile surface. A pa�ern is specific to a token, making this token recognizable
with a pa�ern matching algorithm.
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Figure 3.2: (Le�) A schematic representation of a WallToken’s components, and a real
token. (Right) The 9-token final set tested in the Recognition Experiment. Real tokens
are laid on a surface textured with 1 cm squares.

Fabrication

A WallToken consists of several modular components that are then assembled together
by means of screwing and interlocking. Figure 3.2-le� details these di�erent compo-
nents.

• The base 4 is the main component. It consists of a plate with three feet underneath
(i.e., a single 3D printing job). When in contact with the wall, the three feet will
generate the multi-touch pa�ern (i.e., the token footprint) that is specific to the
token. Each foot is 25 mm tall and 12 mm wide. In order to avoid any scratch on the
surface, each foot is carved with a placeholder where a piece of felt can be glued
(each placeholder is a 4 mm side square of 1 mm depth). The plate is 3 mm thick. Its
shape can vary (e.g., square, circle, triangle as illustrated in Figure 3.2-right). The
plate not only gives the token a visually identifiable shape, it also prevents users’
fingers from ge�ing too close to the screen and thus interfering with the token
footprint during the recognition process.

• The grip 3 is the knob where users put their fingertips to hold and manipulate the
token. It is connected with the base thanks to a snap fit system. The grip is a 20 mm
high cylinder of 4.85 mm radius at its base. Its contour is slightly curved to make it
comfortable.

• The push-handle 1 is the top of the token. It is under the palm of users’ hand when
they hold the token. It is 15 mm long from the base to the tip, and the radius of its
circular base is 16 mm. Users push this handle with their palm when they want to
a�ach the token to the surface. To detach a token, users pull its grip. This creates a
lever e�ect around one of the token’s feet, making this action easy to perform.
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• The central rod 5 is a 61.5 mm tall stick that connects the suction cup, which can
a�ach the token to the surface, to the push-handle. By default, the suction cup
is not in contact with the surface. The bo�om of the central rod is designed as a
placeholder where the suction cup can be snapped. The top of the central rod ends
with a thread on which the push-handle can be screwed.

• The suction cup 6 is a standard 20 mm diameter one, which generates a suction
force of approximately 130 newtons. When the central rod is at its default height,
the suction cup does not touch the screen, remaining 15 mm away from it.

• The spring 2 maintains the central rod at its default height when the suction cup
is not a�ached to the wall. It has 10 coils and is made of steel (AISI 304L stainless
steel). Its length is 25 mm when free, 7 mm when compressed. Its inner diameter is
0.7 mm, and its outer diameter is 0.9 mm.

WallTokens are low-cost, yet robust. They do not require any electronics, but only
passive materials. Apart from the suction cup, the spring and the felt, individual com-
ponents are fabricated with a 3D printer using PLA or Tough PLA filament.1 The
assembly time for a token is less than a minute once the felt has been glued under the
feet. We ran some informal tests to assess how long tokens can stay on the wall with
such a design. Our tests revealed that they do not fall o� for at least twelve hours when
the wall is o�, and for at least three hours when it is on (heat has an impact on how
well the suction cups stick). WallTokens also proven quite robust against repetitive
manipulations. In particular, we used the same unique token for the experiment that
we report in section 3.3. However, in case a component gets broken, the modularity
of the fabrication process makes it easy to replace the damaged part only.

Finally, modularity also makes it easy to test di�erent token appearances, thus
compensating for the lack of flexibility tangibles usually su�er from when it comes
to customizing their appearance (e.g., their shape or color) [193]. For example, inter-
action designers can test di�erent bases during the design phase of an application.
Having designed tokens ourselves, we also found modularity very convenient for de-
ciding on ergonomic details. In particular, we have tested several alternatives for the
push-handle and grip components before choosing the ones that were the most com-
fortable during manipulations. SDF files for fabricating the di�erent components are
available as supplemental material. Others can easily use them as is, or edit them to
test alternative shapes for the base, grip and push-handle.

1We used Ultimaker 3/3X 3D printers.
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Recognition
As mentioned above, we rely only on multi-touch tracking in order to recognize a
token based on its footprint using the pa�ern matching algorithm from [154]. A token
set is represented by a collection of templates, with one template per token. Then,
when at least three contact points occur simultaneously,2 they are processed with the
pa�ern matching algorithm in order to identify the closest template. Relying on such
a recognition strategy means that all tokens’ footprints should be di�erent from one
another within a token set.

When a token is in contact with the wall, any contact point occurring inside the
triangle formed by the token feet triggers the detection of the a�ached state of that
token. The token’s state remains set to A�ached until a token-up event occurs. Such
an event occurs as soon as two token feet are li�ed o� the surface.

Although WallTokens could be made conductive to work with a capacitive surface,
very large tactile surfaces usually rather rely on optical tracking for detecting touch
input. We designed WallTokens to interact with such a very large wall display, which
is made of tiled ultra-thin bezel screens. It is equipped with a PQlabs infrared touch
frame, which is located 4.5 mm in front of the screens. Detailed specifications for such
a technology are not available. We thus had to conduct a series of empirical tests to
assess 1) the minimal diameter of a foot to be detected as a touch point (12 mm), 2)
the minimal height that feet should have to keep the token base and the suction cup
when in its default state out of tracking range (25 mm), and 3) the minimal distance
between two feet to avoid ge�ing them merged as a single touch point (�<8==5 mm).

The tests mentioned above also revealed occlusion issues related to the infrared
technology, which impacted our strategy for designing tokens’ footprints. A foot,
which is both aligned with a second foot along the x-axis and with a third foot along
the y-axis, is not detected. In order to minimize the chances for such an issue to oc-
cur, the three feet of a token always form an isosceles triangle. Figure 3.3 illustrates
feet configurations for the nine tokens in our set. The smallest footprint is a 58 mm
side equilateral triangle. It corresponds to the smallest footprint that ensures a min-
imal distance of �<8= between two feet when they get projected on the x- or y-axis
regardless of the token orientation.

The position of the central rod is set in order to optimize the detection of token
states (A�ached or Detached). State detection accuracy results from a trade-o� be-
tween maximizing the distances from the central rod to the tokens’ feet and avoiding
the potential occlusion issues mentioned above. Depending on the token’s feet rela-
tive placement, a good compromise for positioning the central rod is either the center
of the circumscribed circle of the triangle formed by the token’s feet (pink and white
tokens in Figure 3.3), or the center of the inscribed circle (red tokens in Figure 3.3).

2Contact points should occur within 200ms, and should be close enough to the recognizer’s best
match.

https://www.pqlabs.com/
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Figure 3.3: Footprints for the nine tokens in our final set. Pink tokens’ footprints
form equilateral triangles. White tokens are derived from pink tokens by pulling
one vertex from 30 mm. Red tokens are derived from pink tokens too by pulling two
vertices from 15 mm each in order to make the basis 30 mm larger.

We ran a small-scale experiment in order to validate WallTokens’ design. We both
consider recognition accuracy of tokens’ identity and detection accuracy of their state
(A�ached or Detached). In order to get ecological observations, our experimental task
collects measures in the context of pick-and-drop interactions (i.e., users put a tan-
gible controller in contact at two locations consecutively) and of detach-then-a�ach
interactions (i.e., users move a tangible mark from one location to another).

Participants

Because of the COVID-19 pandemics , only the three authors of this submission partic-
ipated in this experiment: one woman (40 year-old) and two men (27 and 53 year-old).

Apparatus

The experiment runs in full screen mode on a wall-sized display (75 ultra-thin bezel
screens tiled in a 15× 5 grid, resulting in a total surface of 5m90× 1m95 for a resolution
of 14 400× 4 800 pixels), driven by 10 workstations3 and equipped with a multi-touch

3Dell workstations with a 3.7 GHz �ad Core Intel Xeon CPU, a NVIDIA �adro K5000 GPU and
32 GB RAM running Linux.
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Figure 3.4: Recognition Experiment: main steps of a trial.

PQLabs frame connected to a workstation. The experimental so�ware was developed
using Unity 3D (v. 2018.3). The whole setup is orchestrated by a laptop workstation.4

Task

As Figure 3.4 illustrates, our experimental task consists of several steps in order to
challenge the recognizer in di�erent contexts. 1 A colored shape stimulus is dis-
played on the wall at 1.25 m above the floor in front of the user. Participants have to
grab the token whose shape and color match that of the stimulus (e.g., the pink trian-
gle token in Figure 3.4) and put it in contact with the wall at the stimulus’ location.
This makes the stimulus disappear, and another stimulus appear 60 cm to the right.

2 Participants have to put the token in contact with the wall at this new location. 3

The stimulus’ texture turns into a checkered pa�ern a�er a 1-to-2 s random delay. As
soon as the texture changes, participants have to a�ach the token to the wall as fast as
possible. 4 - 5 In order to make sure that the token is actually a�ached to the wall,
participants have to release the token to touch a green circle that appears close to the
token. They then have to put their hand back on the token to be ready to detach it. 6

The stimulus’ fill texture turns into a checkered one a�er a 2.5 to 3.5 s random delay,
instructing the participant to detach the token from the wall as fast as possible. 7 A
final stimulus appears 30 cm to the le�. It is filled with a checkered pa�ern as soon as
it appears, indicating to participants that they should place the token in this location
and a�ach it as fast as possible.

4MSI GE72 2QF laptop with a 2.90 GHz Intel Core I5 CPU, a NVIDIA GeForce GTX970M GPU and
16 GB RAM running Windows 7.
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RecognitionAccuracy (%) StateAccuracy (%) A�achTime (ms) DetachTime (ms)
Participant 1 + 2 + 7 3 + 7 3 7 6

A1 100 ± 0.0 100 ± 0.0 628 ± 14 852 ± 46 797 ± 41
A2 95.4 ± 4.6 98.6 ± 2.7 742 ± 55 1197 ± 106 944 ± 41
A3 98.1 ± 2.5 100 ± 0.0 674 ± 47 880 ± 43 770 ± 26

Mean 97.8 ± 2.6 99.5 ± 0.9 681 ± 65 976 ± 218 837 ± 107

Table 3.1: Results of the recognition experiment.

Design and procedure

Factor and Design. The only factor is TokenTarget. It can be one of the nine tokens
of our final set (Figure 3.2-right, Figure 3.3): RedCircle R , RedRectangle R , RedTrian-
gle R , WhiteCircle W ,WhiteRectangle W , WhiteTriangle W , PinkCircle P , PinkRect-
angle P , PinkTriangle P . During the experiment, each participant has to complete
one block per TokenTarget, each block consisting of four replications of the experi-
mental task described above. We use three di�erent presentation orders for the nine
blocks, one per participant. This design results in 108 completed tasks in total (3 par-
ticipants × 9 TokenTarget × 4 replications).

Measures. The token recognized by our algorithm is logged at steps 1 , 2 and
7 , allowing us to compute accuracy of token recognition (RecognitionAccuracy) over

108× 3 = 324 observations. Regarding state detection, the green circle appears a�er
step 3 only if our algorithm actually detects the A�ached state. In case it does not, the
current task is canceled (with already recorded measures ignored), the operator counts
an error (StateDetectionError) and restarts the task. StateDetectionError is incremented
each time such an error occurs. The experiment so�ware additionally logs two time
measures: A�achTime, which is the time between the first texture change and the
A�ached state detection that follows (step 3 ), and DetachTime, which is the time
between the second texture change and the token up event that follows (step 6 ).

Procedure. Participants stand about 45 cm in front of the wall. The nine tokens
are available on a table to their le�. The session of tasks begins with a series of nine
practice tasks, one task per token. Participants are allowed to redo the practice set
until they feel comfortable enough. They then perform the 36 measured tasks.

Results

Table 3.1 reports the overall recognition accuracy, as well as a break-down per partic-
ipant (A1, A2, and A3) (means and 95%-CIs).

Overall, seven token recognition errors occur among 324 measures. Two occurred
at step 1 (both for participant A2), five at step 7 , and none at step 2 . There was
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no systematic pa�ern regarding the confusion errors. This prevents us from drawing
conclusions regarding the design of the tokens, as errors might as well result from the
touchframe itself, which delivers noisy input on some rare occasions. Regarding state
detection, there was only one error among 216 measures. This error occurred with the
smallest token (PinkCircle), which happened for A2 at step 3 .

Time measures suggest that a�aching and detaching a token can be performed in
less than a second and that it can take an expert user as li�le as 500 ms to a�ach a
token already in contact with the surface (time at 3 includes reaction time, and time
at 7 additionally includes a movement), and 650 ms to detach a token ( 6 includes
reaction time). Comparing time for a�aching at step 3 with time for detaching sug-
gests that it is easier to a�ach a token than to detach it. This matches our initial
impressions.

We acknowledge the limited ecological validity of these observations as they come
from the authors themselves. These results cannot be generalized to average users.
However, they give an indication of the performance envelope [62], i.e., the perfor-
mance that expert users can reach.

3.3 Walltokens vs Touch Gestures

WallTokens can act as controllers on a wall display for, e.g., manipulating virtual objects
or adjusting parameter values. We believe that they can be an e�icient alternative to
touch gestures when interacting with a wall from close distance. In this second exper-
iment, we evaluate the performance of WallTokens when they are used as controllers
on a wall display.

We hypothesize that WallToken manipulations are more e�icient controllers on a
wall display than touch gestures are. First, previous studies have shown that users are
more accurate with tangibles than with bare finger input [85, 214]. We thus hypoth-
esize that users will be faster with WallTokens than with touch gestures (�1). Second,
we hypothesize that a WallToken is more comfortable than touch gestures are for con-
tinuous manipulations (�2). This is not only because of the felt under their feet that
reduces friction with the wall, but also because of the possibility for users to reposi-
tion their fingers on the token while manipulating it. Finally, we also hypothesize that
WallTokens’ relative advantage will be lower when manipulating small virtual objects
which are under their base than when manipulating large virtual objects (�3). This is
because tangibles cause more occlusion than bare hand gestures.

Participants
Twelve volunteers (9 men and 3 women), aged 24 to 44 year-old (average 28, median
25.5), participated in the experiment.
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Touch

Token

Figure 3.5: The task under the two input conditions in experiment Walltokens vs

Touch Gestures.

Apparatus

The apparatus is the same as the one described in Section 3.2.

Task

Participants had to perform a docking task, where they had to manipulate a virtual
object (Modulus) to make its position and orientation match that of a target placeholder
(Stimulus). They had to perform such a task using either WallToken-based manipulations
or common multi-touch gestures (Figure 3.5).

The task starts with the two objects displayed on screen: the Modulus as a black
circle, and the Stimulus as an orange circle. Depending on the condition, the participant
has to put his fingers or the token on the Modulus and drag it over the Stimulus. The
task ends when the Modulus has been maintained for 1500ms inside the Stimulus with
its orientation (indicated by a red line) matching that of the Stimulus. As soon as the
position and orientation conditions are met, a blue ring starts to fill up. The ring is
full when both conditions have been maintained for 1500ms (dwell), ending the task.
The experiment so�ware allows for some tolerance in both orientation and position.
The di�erence in orientation between the Stimulus and the Modulus should be less than
10° and the distance between their centers should be less than 1cm.

Contrary to Tuddenham et al.’s study [206], which also compares multi-touch
with tangibles, our experimental task involves a single tangible. This is because we
do not advocate for the use of WallTokens for spatial multiplexed input where one
user would manipulate several objects concurrently with frequent switches between
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multiple WallTokens. The cost of repetitive a�ach and detach actions would be too
much of an overhead. In a wall display context, we rather envision the use of tangi-
bles as controllers for longer interactions. For example, when each user has their own
tangible, or when interactions with a given token are performed in sequence. Our
experimental task operationalizes such interactions.

Design and procedure
Factors. Our experiment involves the following three primary factors:

• input ∈ {Token, Touch}. The WallToken used in the Token condition was a red 9.4 cm-
diameter circle. We chose a circle shape so that the amount of occlusion does not
depend on the token’s orientation. In the Touch condition, users perform 2-finger
gestures to control both position (i.e., middle of the 2-finger segment) and orienta-
tion (i.e., orientation of the 2-finger segment).

• size ∈ {Small, Medium or Large}. This controls the relative size of the Modulus relative
to that of the token, and thus the amount of occlusion caused by the token (i.e., the
smaller the object, the greater the occlusion caused by the token). Small (resp.
Large) means that the Modulus’ diameter is half (resp. twice) that of the token, and
Medium means that the Modulus and the token have the same size.

• rotation ∈ {0°, -90°, 90° and 180°} corresponds to the Stimulus’ orientation.

The fourth factor, direction, is a secondary one that we introduced for ecological
purposes. It specifies how the Stimulus is displayed relative to the Modulus when the task
starts. It can take the following four cardinal directions: NW, NE, SW or SE. When
the task starts, the Modulus is displayed within users’ arm reach (within a 39 cm square
at 1.05 m height), and oriented along the y-axis. Its precise location depends on the
value of direction in order to ensure that both objects are displayed in the same screen.
This is to avoid users having to cross bezels between the wall’s screen cells, as they
are an artifact of the specific wall prototype we use in this experiment. The distance
between the Modulus and Stimulus is always 30 cm, but their relative positions depend on
direction.

Design. Trials are blocked by input. Each block contains three sub-blocks, one per
size. Each sub-block consists of 32 trials, i.e., each direction × rotation combination,
and is replicated twice. Presentation order of block is counterbalanced across partic-
ipants, and presentation order of series of sub-blocks is counterbalanced across par-
ticipants and input conditions. Within a sub-block, trials are presented in a random
order. This design results in 2304 trials in total: 12 participants × 2 input × 3 size × 4
direction × 4 rotation × 2 replications.
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Measures. We collect the following measures: 1) Time, the task completion time
(i.e., the timer starts as soon as the token or two fingers touch the wall and stops when
the 1.5 s dwell ends); 2) clutchActions, the number of times the token or participants’
fingers leave the wall during the task; and 3) the Modulus’ position and orientation at
each input event.

Procedure. Participants first sign a consent form. They then stand in front of the
wall at a distance of about 45 cm from it. The operator gives instructions for complet-
ing a task.

Each input block is preceded by three practice sub-blocks, one per size, with each
sub-block containing four trials (i.e., four direction × rotation conditions randomly
taken out of the sixteen combinations). Participants can request to do the practice
session again if they do not feel comfortable enough. They then complete the 97
logged tasks of the first input block. Before proceeding to the second block, they
have to sit and rest their arm until they do not feel any more fatigue. In all cases, the
break cannot be shorter than one minute.

At the end of the experiment, participants fill in a questionnaire where they grade
on a 5-point Likert scale each input along the following aspects: physical demand,
mental demand, comfort, performance and occlusion. They then have to circle their
preferred input technique for each size condition and overall. The operator also col-
lects participants’ informal feedback during this debriefing phase. The whole proce-
dure lasts about 45 minutes.

Results

Completion Time. We first analyze the e�ect of our primary factors5 on completion
time (Time) using a repeated measures anova for the model input× rotation× size,
and Bonferroni-Holm corrected paired post-hoc t-tests. Figure 3.6 illustrates our re-
sults.

First, input has a significant e�ect (�1,11 = 35.5, ? < 0.001, [2
�

= 0.17), with all partic-
ipants being consistently faster with Token, and Token being about 26% faster than
Touch on average. This result supports �1 (i.e., users are faster with WallTokens than
with touch gestures).

We also observe a significant e�ect of rotation on Time (�3,33 = 56.2, ? < 0.001,
[2
�

= 0.33). Unsurprisingly, participants were significantly faster in the translation-only
condition (0°) than in all other conditions (−90°, 90° and 180°, all ?’B <0.001). However,
there is no significant di�erence between conditions −90°, 90° and 180° (?’B >0.4).

5The ecological factor direction has no e�ect on Time and no interaction e�ect with any of the
other three primary factors.
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Figure 3.6: (top) Completion time by input × rotation; (bo�om) Completion time by
input × size. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. Token is faster than
Touch for each rotation and size condition. However, the di�erence is not significant
for the −90° rotation condition as shown in the bar charts (‘***’ < 0.001, ‘**’ < 0.01, ‘*’
< 0.05, ‘ns’ otherwise).

Interestingly, there is a significant input× rotation interaction on Time (�3,33 = 6.78,
? = 0.001, [2

�
= 0.04). As Figure 3.6-(top) illustrates, the −90°, 90° and 180° conditions are

not significantly di�erent in the Token condition, while participants have been sig-
nificantly faster with −90° rotations than with 180° rotations in the Touch condition
(? = 0.016, and no significant di�erence between pairs <90°,180°> and <90°,−90°>). This
is consistent with previous experiments (experiment 2 in [235], and lateral condition
in [93]) where participants were faster for clockwise rotations (−90°) than for counter-
clockwise rotations (90°) with touch gestures. This might be because of a lower cost
of movement planning [171] for right-handed users for clockwise rotations than for
counterclockwise rotations. In comparison, WallTokens are less sensitive to di�erences
in orientations. This results in Token being faster in all conditions, but not significantly
in the −90° condition (? = 0.072).
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Finally, there is a significant e�ect of size on Time (�2,22 = 7.79, ? = 0.003, [2
�

= 0.03),
with participants being significantly slower with Small than they were with both
Medium and Large (?’B < 0.015). This suggests that occlusion caused performance
issues for Small targets. However, contrary to what we hypothesized, the interaction
input× size is not significant (�2,22 = 2.29, ? = 0.124, [2

�
= 0.01). Even more surprising, not

only were participants significantly faster with Token than with Touch for all size con-
ditions (? <0.001 for Small and Medium, ? = 0.014 for Large), but they seem to have been
even more relatively faster when they had to manipulate small-sized objects (Cohen’s
3 = 1.39 for Small, 3 = 0.99 for Medium and 3 = 0.91 for Large). These results reject �3:
occlusion issues are not more detrimental with WallTokens than they are with touch.

Clutching. Our second measure, clutchActions, gets incremented each time either
the fingers or the token loose contact with the wall during a task (i.e., they clutch
to adopt a more comfortable posture in order to keep on controlling). As collected
data do not follow a normal distribution, we use paired Wilcoxon signed rank tests for
statistical analyses.

The average number of clutch actions is significantly lower in the Token condition
than in the Touch condition (0.11 ± 0.04 vs 0.88 ± 0.16, ? < 0.001), and this di�erence is
consistent across di�erent rotation conditions (?’B < 0.003) and size conditions (?’B <
0.002).

Interestingly, clutchActions hardly varies between the di�erent size levels in the
Token condition (?’B > 0.41), while it significantly grows when size decreases in the
Touch condition (from 0.68 ± 0.25 to 1.11 ± 0.33 with significant di�erence between
Small and Medium and Large, ?’B <0.027). This increasing need for repositioning their
fingers with small objects might explain the relative disadvantage of touch gestures
compared to tokens that gets higher in the size=Small condition. Similarly, there is no
significant di�erence in clutchActions between the di�erent rotation levels for Token,
while some di�erences are significant for Touch. clutchActions is significantly lower for
0° (0.29±0.18) than for the other rotation levels (?’B <0.004, 0.84±0.30 for −90°, 1.05±0.39
for 90°, and 1.32 ± 0.36 for 180°), and −90° has also significantly less clutchActions than
180° (? = 0.009). Here again, this seems to be related to time performance as 0° and −90°
are the conditions where participants performed best for Touch. Overall, the need
for finger repositioning in the Touch condition seems to have a negative impact on
users’ performance. In comparison, WallTokens allow users to reposition their fingers
individually on the token while keeping it in contact with the wall, allowing greater
fluidity in control.

Integrality & Simultaneity. A movement that a�ects several dimensions (here
translation and rotation) is integral if the movement can concurrently modify the
value of the di�erent dimensions [101]. Integrality gives an indication of the fluid-
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ity in the control of several dimensions, and is thus interesting for comparing touch
gestures and token manipulations at a fine-grained level. There is no standard way
to measure integrality. Here, we adapt the method from [101] with recommendations
from [146] by considering as integral a portion of movement where both dimensions
change simultaneously to get closer to their target values. Our Integral measure is
thus the percentage of movement time during which the di�erences in position and
orientation between the stimulus and the modulus decrease each by more than a given
threshold Cℎ, or these di�erences are both very small (i.e., the movement is stable as
is typically the case during clutching actions and small adjustments at the end of the
movement). The steps for computing Integral are as follows:

- we consider the movement from the trial start time to the first time the docking
conditions are met (dwell start time), and segment it into 10 ms intervals. For each
interval, we compute the di�erence in position and orientation, Δ?>B and Δ>A84=C
(normalized in [0, 1]);

- we smooth data to remove sensor noise (using R’s smooth.spline function with
default parameters);

- we classify each interval as: (i) integral: Δ?>B ≥ Cℎ and Δ>A84=C ≥ Cℎ; (ii) stable:
−Cℎ < Δ?>B < Cℎ and −Cℎ < Δ>A84=C < Cℎ; (iii) separate: neither integral nor stable;

- then, we compute the percentage of stable and integral intervals among all intervals.

With Cℎ = 0.001 (0.1% of the movement amplitude),the average values for Integral
are 41.9% ± 1.3 for Token and 29.8% ± 1.2 for Touch. The di�erence is significant (? <

0.001), as di�erences per positive rotation condition are. This suggests that WallTokens
enable manipulations that are more fluid than touch gestures do, allowing users to
manipulate position and orientation in an integral movement.

�alitative Feedback. Figure 3.7 reports participants’ qualitative feedback by
input. In the final questionnaire, they had to give grades for: comfort, mental de-
mand, occlusion issues, perceived performance and physical demand. We compare
these 5-point grades with paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.

Token receives be�er scores regarding comfort (? = 0.002) and physical demand
(? = 0.008). This supports�2 (i.e., WallTokens are more comfortable than touch gestures
are for continuous manipulations). Touch actually causes more friction and clutching
actions than Token does. Furthermore, touch detection through optical technology
(such as the infrared frame on our wall) can cause more discomfort than e.g., capaci-
tive screens as users may have to adopt hand postures that prevent other fingers from
entering the tracking range of the frame. Perceived performance is consistent with ac-
tual performance, with WallToken outperforming Touch (? = 0.014). Conversely, grades
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of grades (on 5-point Likert scales) for each input along the
dimensions: Comfort, Mental Demand, Occlusion Issues, Perceived Performance and
Physical Demand (positive assessments are green and on the right).

regarding occlusion issues are in line with our hypothesis �3, with participants re-
porting tokens to be causing more occlusion than touch gestures (? = 0.001). However,
they are not consistent with quantitative observations as WallTokens did not perform
worse than touch gestures with small objects. Finally, participants did not grade any
of the two input techniques as mentally demanding (? = 1).

Summary. Overall, participants were faster with a WallToken controller than with
bare hand gestures for manipulating a virtual object displayed on the wall. Partic-
ipants found touch gestures less comfortable than token-based manipulations, the
la�er enabling more fluid and integral movements. However, tokens also have some
drawbacks in comparison with touch gestures. First, although users’ performance did
not degrade more with tokens than with touch gestures when the amount of occlu-
sion increases, participants still found occlusion more hindering with tokens than with
bare hand manipulations. We are currently working on the design of WallTokens with
a translucent base in order to address such issues. Second, the touch resolution of our
research equipment might be lower than that of smaller, commercial touch devices.
The large touch frame, which has been custom-built for our wall display, does not
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come with detailed specifications. However, our empirical tests reveal the following
limitations: 1) distinct touch points should be distant from at least 5mm in order not
to get merged into a single point, and 2) accidental touch events can get triggered
because of other fingers that are too close to the wall (less than 4.5mm). It would be
interesting to replicate our experiment with other hardware setups.

3.4 Applications
Tangibles can play a lot of roles when interacting with a digital surface. They can
materialize users, data and actions to act as identifiers, containers, filters, queries,
commands, etc. Many of these di�erent roles are particularly relevant when interact-
ing with a wall display. First, as our experiment above suggests, tangibles can act as
controllers when interacting with a wall within arm’s reach. They can act as special-
ized controllers, freeing users from having to learn complex touch gestures. They can
also be used for moving content between distant locations using pick-and-drop inter-
actions [184, 219]. Second, tangibles are particularly useful in collaborative contexts.
For example, associating each user with a specific tangible is a low-cost and robust
way of identifying individual users (as in, e.g., [224]). This user identification method
avoids relying on external optical systems, which are usually costly and vulnerable
to occlusion issues that frequently occur in an environment where users physically
move around. Moreover, tangibles avoid direct touch with the surface, and can thus
limit potential sanitary issues when multiple users interact with it. Finally, wall dis-
plays are very large surfaces that raise challenges regarding workspace management.
Tangibles can help in that regard as they can be used to mark specific positions. For
example, they can be used for tagging personal areas as opposed to shared areas, or
for bookmarking positions of interest.

Development Framework
To facilitate the development of applications involving WallTokens, we have devel-
oped a framework based on TUIO6 [117], a widely used protocol for programming
Tangible User Interfaces. Client libraries for TUIO are available in most programming
languages (C++, C#, Java, etc.). They connect to an input server and dispatch events
according to the TUIO protocol, i.e., in the form of messages that consist of one ac-
tion among {down, update, up} and the object that triggered this action. The protocol
proposes three types of objects: TuioCursor (e.g., a touch point along with its position);
(ii) TuioObject (e.g., a tangible along with its position and orientation); and (iii) TuioBlob
(e.g., an elliptic shape that o�en corresponds to the contact area of a TuioCursor or a
TuioObject).

6h�ps://www.tuio.org/
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Figure 3.8: Enriching the TUIO protocol to dispatch token-related events.

We developed a C# library that enriches the standard TUIO protocol with a new
type of objects, TuioToken. The library connects to a standard TUIO server (e.g., the
PQLabs driver that runs our wall touch frame). As Figure 3.8 illustrates, it runs the
WallTokens recognizer each time at least three TuioCursor-down events occur simulta-
neously. In case a token is recognized, it dispatches a TuioToken-down event. Other-
wise, it passes on the three initial TuioCursor-down events. Then, any TuioCursor-update
event from a cursor that has been recognized as being part of a token is turned into
a TuioToken-update event until the three cursors leave the surface (which triggers a
TuioToken-up event). Any TuioToken event consists of its action type ({down, update, up}),
as well as the token’s identity, contour shape, color and state. In addition, each time
a cursor down (resp. up) event occurs within the envelope defined by the three to-
ken feet, the library dispatches a TuioToken-update event to communicate the token’s
A�ached (resp. Detached) state.

Any C# object can implement the TuioWallTokenListener interface to listen to such
TuioToken events with dedicated callback methods (addTuioWallToken, updateTuioWallToken
and removeTuioWallToken). In order to also support any programming language, we de-
veloped a WallToken TUIO server that any application can connect to in order to re-
ceive enriched TUIO events. As illustrated in Figure 3.8, this server can either dispatch
TuioToken events as described above, or it can downgrade these events into TuioObject
and TuioBlob events, or even simple TuioCursor events. Such a downgrade makes it pos-
sible to run any existing TUIO-based application with WallTokens without modifying
its source code. For instance, the Map application described in the next section was
anterior to the WallTokens project. It was developed in Java with input based in part
on touch TuioCursors. In order to enable WallToken input, we first ran the server in
downgraded mode so that the WallTokens are considered as simple TuioCursors. This
enabled WallToken input without writing any single line of code. We then progres-
sively added callbacks specific to TuioTokens in order to handle events such as token
rotations and a�achments.
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Figure 3.9: Application demos: picture classification, map navigation, artistic perfor-
mance.

Demo Applications
We used the framework described above to develop three demo applications (Fig-
ure 3.9): a picture classification application (Picture); a map application (Map); and
an artistic demo (Art). The Picture application displays a collection of pictures for
users to classify by grouping them spatially. Large vertical displays are actually
good at supporting the classification, grouping and comparison of visual compo-
nents [103, 135, 182]. The Map application is a multiscale interface that allows users
to pan & zoom a large map and instantiate multiple DragMags [221] to magnify spe-
cific areas. Finally, the Art application displays a water texture on the entire wall and
lets users generate waves interactively, creating an aesthetically-pleasing rendering.
This art demo was inspired by the ReactTable [114], which combines tangibles and a
tabletop into an electronic instrument for collaborative musical performances.

Rather than providing a full description of each of these applications, we list below
some of the roles that WallTokens play in them:

• WallTokens as data containers. In the Picture (resp. Map) application, a WallToken
can be used to pick-and-drop [184] a picture (resp. a DragMag) from one location to
the other. Pick-and-drop interactions are particularly important with large displays
as dragging an object over a long distance quickly causes discomfort.

• WallTokens as controllers. In the Map application, sliding a WallToken pans the
map while rotating it adjusts the zoom factor. Depending on the WallToken’s lo-
cation, such pan & zoom operations apply to the whole map or are restricted to
a specific DragMag. In the Art demo, users can a�ach a WallToken to the wall to
make water drops fall on the large water surface, and then rotate it to adjust the
frequency at which drops fall.

• WallTokens as cursors. In the Picture application, users can perform drag-and-
drop operations to adjust a picture’s position. In the Art demo, users can drag a
WallToken to cut through the water surface and generate waves.
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• WallTokens as bookmarks or pins. A�aching a WallToken to the wall in the Picture
application lets users change how they populate selections. Once a�ached to the
wall, a finger swipe gesture that is initiated on a picture and oriented toward a
WallToken actually adds the picture to the selection that is associated with that
token. In the Map application, a�aching a WallToken to a DragMag locks it. This
is useful to, e.g., prevent any other user from interacting with a DragMag or simply
acts as a salient cue that facilitates later access to it. As mentioned above, in the
Art application, users can also pin a WallToken to create a source of water drops.

• WallTokens as identifiers. In the Picture application, each WallToken is associated
with a distinct selection. Users can add or remove a picture from a selection by
tapping it with the associated WallToken. Performing a zigzag sliding gesture with
a WallToken clears the associated selection. As a WallToken is uniquely identified,
multiple selections do not conflict with each other, making it easy to manage sev-
eral selections concurrently. In the Map application, users perform a tap with a
WallToken on a DragMag in order to pair them. Once paired, the WallToken acts
as a proxy to the DragMag, allowing users to manipulate it from anywhere on the
wall.

• WallTokens as collaborative tools. In the Picture application, WallTokens can be
used to implement a range of multi-user contexts. In a competitive context, each
user can have their own set of tokens in order to compare individual performance.
In a collaborative context, users can work on di�erent regions towards a shared
goal, exchanging tokens if needed. As they are uniquely identified, WallTokens also
enable concurrent pick-and-drop operations from multiple users. A WallToken can
even be duplicated to enable multi-user pick-and-drop where one user picks a pic-
ture and the other drops it [133].

We chose this specific set of demo applications as they highlight the unique ad-
vantages of large vertical displays: in the Picture application, users can step away from
the wall in order to view many pictures at once; in the Map application, several users
can concurrently work with a map displayed in its preferred orientation; and in the
Art application, the performer can share their creative space with a potentially large
audience.

3.5 Limitations

Expressive power. In our study, WallTokens had advantages over touch gestures in
terms of e�iciency and comfort. But a single WallToken has three degrees of freedom
only (2D translation and rotation), while touch gestures can control more degrees of
freedom (e.g., pinch to scale). When more degrees of freedom are needed, a combi-
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nation of touch gestures and tangibles could be interesting (e.g., holding a finger still,
close to the token, to switch between rotate and scale modes, or sliding a finger to-
wards or away from the token to control scale). This could avoid users experiencing
di�iculties when performing multi-touch gestures for the integral control of several di-
mensions, when they want to act on one dimension without a�ecting the others [161].
We could also think of more elaborate token designs with e.g., an adjustable cursor as
in [206], to increase the number of degrees of freedom that a token can control.

Passive tokens. Our WallTokens are fully passive so as to make them compatible
with any active display technology. Their mechanism relies on basic supplies only
(suction cup and spring). As people are familiar with such supplies, we expect Wall-
Tokens to a�ord their manipulations. One first limitation of suction cups is that they
work only on smooth surfaces. But this should not be a major issue with most dis-
play technologies, as these generally emit light and thus have flat, smooth surfaces
to avoid any di�raction e�ect. A second limitation is that WallTokens require an addi-
tional action with the push-handle in comparison with approaches based on magnets
on a projection-based whiteboard [126]. However, this extra action, which we esti-
mate to take less than 1s in our first experiment, makes WallTokens harmless to any
active screen technology as opposed to magnets that would damage electronics in
screens.

3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We contribute WallTokens, which enable tangible user interfaces on vertical displays.
WallTokens’ low-cost design combined with our development framework make it pos-
sible to prototype applications that involve multiple tokens. Not only can users ma-
nipulate those tokens on the wall, they can also a�ach them to, and detach them from
it at will. This opens up a design space for applications based on multi-token input
that could only run on horizontal surfaces until now (e.g., [112, 114]). As users do not
have to keep on holding tokens, our contribution also makes tangible input easy to
combine with other input channels such as finger touch or pointing devices on ver-
tical displays. Future work includes the design of such interaction techniques that
actually combine tangibles with other modalities. We also plan to refine the design of
WallTokens to track their position and orientation when users hold them in the air, as
recently proposed with the concept of O�-Surface Tangibles [44], in order to make it
possible for users to rely on WallTokens for distant interactions with the wall.
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Opening a Continuum Between On

Surface and Off Surface Tangible
Interaction with Wall Displays

While my first project focuses on proposing on surface interaction with wall displays,
it does not provide a solution for distant interaction. This chapter fills this gap in or-
der to make users take the full benefit of the large space in front of the wall. Some
projects in the literature propose solutions that combine on surface and o� surface
interactions on tabletops [14] or vertical displays [123, 136]. However, they either
rely on bi-manual or multi-modal interactions. In contrast, the solution that we pro-
pose focuses on enabling on surface and o� surface with a single, uni-manual tangible
controller. This approach actually supports an interaction paradigm where the wall
surface and its surroundings are seen as a single and seamless interaction space in
order to facilitate continuous actions within it.

This chapter presents SurfAirs, my second project. SurfAirs are physical controllers
that users can manipulate on screen (surface input), in the air (mid-air input), and tran-
sition from the surface to the air during the same, continuous manipulation (hybrid
input). We report on two user studies that compare SurfAirs’ performance with bare-
hand input for both mid-air and hybrid input. Participants prefer and perform be�er
with SurfAirs.

This chapter is based on a full paper accepted for publication at CHI ’23 [54].
Supplementary material for this project, including a video, is available at https://

surfairs.lisn.upsaclay.fr/.

4.1 Introduction

Large vertical surfaces such as high-resolution wall displays allow users to work with a
very large information space. Such displays are particularly suited to, e.g., interacting
with geographic data [12, 53], performing visual analysis [110, 123, 203], sorting large
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1) Surface Control 2) Surface-to-Mid-air Continuous Control

3) Mid-air Control

Figure 4.1: Interacting with a SurfAir to drag an object across the wall. 1) The user
on the le� adjusts the zoom factor in the inset window by rotating the SurfAir on the
surface. 2) He then initiates a drag-and-drop action to move that window by sliding
the SurfAir on the surface. In order to get a wide viewing angle on the scene and to
cover a large distance quickly, he steps backward. Since the SurfAir can transition
from surface control to air control, the user can move freely in space while carrying
on his drag-and-drop action. 3) He drops the window close to the other user without
having to enter her personal physical space.

collections of data [103, 134], or even playing games collaboratively [217]. Large ver-
tical surfaces enable two levels of interaction. Users can come close to the display to
see details, but they can also step back to get a wider view of the workspace [12, 103].
The interaction space is thus not limited to the display surface itself but also encom-
passes the physical space in front of it, where users should be able to move freely.
Designing input techniques that e�ectively work across this large interaction space is
challenging, however.

Bare-hand input may be considered the most intuitive interaction technique for
interacting with wall displays. Users can rely on mid-air gestures [147, 167, 216] to
interact from afar, and on direct touch gestures on the wall to interact up close. But
while bare-hand input has the advantage of keeping users’ hands free, it also raises im-
portant challenges in terms of interaction design. In particular, as the design space of
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hand movements is unstructured yet constrained and user-dependent, designing bare-
hand input that is steady, accurately recognized and that does not collide with regular
hand movements is very di�icult. Even an action as simple as clicking is challenging
to design and implement [14, 216]. As a result, interaction with wall displays o�en in-
volves a handheld device that serves as a remote controller (e.g. [43, 110, 149, 203, 218]).
While this o�ers a good solution for indirect control, it requires users to always hold
a device and it does not integrate smoothly with direct touch interaction on the wall
display.

Taking inspiration from projects with tabletops such as [114, 213, 223], some sys-
tems rely on tangible controllers to interact with vertical displays [53, 90, 126, 217].
Recent empirical results suggest that such tangible controllers are even more e�icient
and more comfortable than touch gestures for manipulating virtual objects displayed
on the wall [53]. When their design makes it possible for users to a�ach them to the
surface [53, 90, 126], users can free their hands at will. They can also easily switch
between multiple tangibles.

However, existing tangible controllers are limited as they support interaction either
on the display surface itself or in the air, but not both. This is a strong limitation with
vertical displays that a�ord movements in space to interact either up close or from
afar. In this paper, we contribute SurfAirs, a new generation of controllers for vertical
displays that support various interaction styles. As Figure 4.1 illustrates, users can
manipulate them on screen (surface input), in the air (mid-air input) and transition
from the surface to the air during a single manipulation (hybrid input). Like WallTo-
kens [53] or Geckos [126], a SurfAir can be a�ached to, and detached from the vertical
surface, making it easy for users to free their hands or grab another SurfAir .

A�er a review of related work, we present our contributions: 1) a characterization
of hybrid input on wall displays; 2) the prototyping of physical controllers that sup-
port such hybrid input; 3) a user study that evaluates their performance for mid-air
interaction only; and 4) a user study that evaluates their performance for both surface
and mid-air input as well as for transitioning between these two types of input. In
both studies, we compare SurfAirs with bare-hand input as a baseline. Participants
prefer and perform be�er with SurfAirs.

4.2 Controllers for Hybrid Input with Wall Displays

Hybrid controllers can treat the surface and the air in front of it as a continuous in-
teraction space [143]. Marquardt et al. have introduced this concept in the context
of tabletops, demonstrating how such an extended interaction space can not only
improve existing interaction techniques but enable novel techniques as well. In this
section, we look at hybrid interaction from a lower-level perspective, describing it at
the input device level (i.e., the physical controller, not the interaction technique). We
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Figure 4.2: Interaction states and transitions for a hybrid controller.

list the low-level properties that hybrid (touch+air) brings over touch only. To quantify
the expressive power of a hybrid controller, we also characterize it in terms of input
states and transitions in the spirit of Buxton’s 3-state model [38]. As opposed to a sur-
face controller that typically supports only two states (Out of Range and Touching),
a hybrid controller is much more expressive. Figure 4.2 details the four states and
multiple transitions within and across those states.

Distance-independent Touch. The most fundamental property that hybrid con-
trollers bring over surface controllers is the ability for users to interact from afar and
benefit from a large viewing angle. Enabling users to touch from afar requires track-
ing the position of the controller in the air (3D) in order to implement some raycast
from the controller to the wall display (Tracking state in Figure 4.2-Right). It also re-
quires mounting a switch on the controller to change from the Tracking state to the
Dragging state without having to touch the wall. The addition of a switch has the
positive side-e�ect of enriching surface interaction as well. When already in contact
(Touching), users can activate the switch to enter an additional Dragging & Touching
state.

Ideally, users should be able to smoothly transition from the Touching to the
Dragging state (and vice versa) to perform continuous interactions while being able
to adjust their physical position in space. This typically happens in the case of quasi-
modal interactions such as drag-and-drops or area-based selections (rubber band or
lasso). It can be because such interactions span a large distance but require precision
as well. For instance, users can start interacting on the surface to precisely select a
location or object and then step back to get a wider viewing angle and end their in-
teraction far from where it started. Or, reciprocally, they can have to come in contact
at the end of their interaction to benefit from the guidance of the surface to drop an
object at a precise location. Transitioning from on surface to the air is also sometimes
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necessary because of physical constraints. For instance, regions of a large display that
are too low or too high can be uncomfortable or impossible to reach while interacting
on surface. Similarly, in a multi-user context, some regions of the display might not be
available for on-surface interaction without disturbing other users. In such cases, be-
ing able to transition from the Touching to the Dragging state enables users to adapt
their position and viewing angle without interrupting their ongoing interaction.

From 2D control to 3D control. In the case of a surface controller that must be
kept in contact with the surface, users can manipulate that controller along a limited
number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF). The surface provides haptic support that facili-
tates and improves the precision of surface manipulations but it also limits manipula-
tions to translations on the surface itself (2 DoFs) and rotations along the axis that is
orthogonal to the surface (1 DoF). On the opposite, when in the air, the controller can
be positioned and oriented in 3D, enabling less steady but richer, 6-DoF manipulations
(3D translation + 3D rotation). Interaction designers can use all of these degrees of
freedom to enable full 3D manipulations. They can also use only a subset of these
degrees of freedom to cope with some limitations of surface controllers for 2D manip-
ulations. For example, a surface controller usually does not support scaling operations
as the physical object cannot be stretched or compressed [64]. A hybrid controller can
enable modal input to activate di�erent virtual actions with the same physical action
on the controller. For instance, rotating or scaling a virtual object could be achieved
by either rotating the controller on or above the surface.

Distance-to-screen as a parameter. In addition to the absolute 3D positioning of
the controller, interaction designers can use the position of the controller relative to
the screen as an input parameter. This distance can be used as a discrete parameter
to create a personal layer to enable interaction with personal data only when close
enough to the screen [215], or even a series of discrete layers as in [87]. The distance
to the screen can also be used as a continuous parameter. For example, distance can
control the precision at which an action is performed in the spirit of high-precision
sliders [32, 143].

4.3 SurfAirs

This section describes the SurfAir controllers that we prototyped to implement the
concept of hybrid input. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, users can interact with SurfAirs
from di�erent distances: on the surface itself or at varying distances that provide
di�erent viewing angles on the scene.
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Figure 4.3: SurfAirs are custom physical controllers that users can manipulate both
on the surface and in the air. In this scene, three users interact with SurfAirs: i) the
user on the le� uses a SurfAir as a surface controller, sliding and rotating it to pan and
zoom in the inset window; ii) the user in the middle interacts from afar as she needs
a wide view to perform a large lasso selection (in red); and iii) the user on the right is
adjusting the position of the area to be magnified. He picked the viewport’s proxy on
the wall, and then stepped back to perform a large movement towards North-West
without disturbing other users.

Design Requirements

Our main design requirement is to allow users to perform manipulations from close
and afar as well as manipulations over varying distances. Our goal is to build a con-
troller that users can manipulate consistently on the surface and in the air. We discard
solutions that are based on a combination of finger-based input for surface interac-
tion and controller-based input for distant interaction for the sake of a continuous
interaction space where users can perform precise and comfortable input. Indeed, a
touch+controller solution would either require users to perform some interaction with
their non-dominant hand, thus loosing precision, or it would require them to move the
controller from one hand to the other, thus breaking the continuity of interaction. To
address these issues, we target a physical controller that users can manipulate with
their dominant hand alone and in a consistent way for di�erent types of input. Such
a controller should be both usable as a surface controller so that users can perform
precise manipulations by taking advantage of the guidance provided by the surface
(as the user on the le� in Figure 4.3) and usable as a mid-air controller that supports
eyes-free manipulation so that users can interact from a distance without having their
a�ention divided between the controller and the action that is taking place on the
distant wall screen (as the user in the middle in Figure 4.3).
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In addition to support for hybrid input, designing controllers for large vertical
screens entails two additional requirements. First, large vertical displays are o�en
used in a multi-user context. The system should thus support the concurrent use of
multiple controllers. This not only makes it possible for users to work collaboratively
but also for them to use multiple controllers as they would use multiple specialized
tools. Second, the controllers should comply with verticality. In particular, users should
be able to leave them on the surface to either free their hands for other purposes (e.g.,
switching to another controller or answering a phone call) or just leave the controllers
in place for later use.

Design and Fabrication Process
We adopted a modular fabrication process with several components that we assem-
ble together by means of screwing and interlocking. This modular approach makes
SurfAirs customizable to some extent. During our iterative design process, it had the
advantage of making it fast and easy to test and refine the di�erent parts of SurfAirs.
In our case, it was particularly useful to test di�erent handle designs, but it could also
make it easy for customizing their appearance. For instance, creating a set of tokens
that have di�erent appearances simply requires designing bases with varying shapes
and combine them with a given handle design.

When designing our SurfAirs, we first took inspiration from the simple suction
cup mechanism for a�aching and detaching a tangible on a vertical display that has
been recently introduced in the WallTokens project [53]. Like a WallToken, a SurfAir
is mounted on a base that features three feet and a central suction cup. By default,
the suction cup is not in contact with the screen, so that users can slide the SurfAir on
the surface without experiencing any friction. When they want to a�ach the SurfAir
to the surface, they push its handle. This has the e�ect of bringing the suction cup in
contact with the surface to stick the SurfAir in place.

A SurfAir’s handle is more elaborate than the simple door-knob-like handle of a
WallToken. In particular, it features a switch. This requires combining several com-
ponents, which leads to a di�erent balance in terms of weight. In order to make the
whole controller stable when users move, push and pull it, we designed a robust con-
nection between the base and the handle involving rail-guided cylinders (Figure 4.4).
Thus, the SurfAir remains steady when the user pushes the handle to a�ach it to the
surface. Most of the design process then focused on finding a good trade-o� between
comfort when pointing and stability when activating the switch. In particular, not all
fingers should be involved in the grip’s handle so that users can easily free one of them
to manipulate the switch. This led us to consider two types of grip.

Our first design, Torch, builds on the metaphor of a torch light (Figure 4.4-Top). The
thumb is not necessarily involved in the grip and is independent enough to activate
a switch. As illustrated in Figure 4.4-Bo�om, the cylinder-shape of a Torch’s handle
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Figure 4.4: SurfAir prototypes. (Top) Torch supports a torch-like grip. (Bo�om) Han-

dle supports a door handle-like grip.

is completely symmetric and can be grasped in any orientation. While this gives the
user flexibility in how they grab and hold the controller, it also means that the switch
must be such that it can be activated regardless of how the user grabs the controller.
To ensure that the switch can be activated in any orientation, we designed it as a gear
rather than a simple push bu�on. This gear is connected to the base with a spring
so that users can rotate it with their thumb tip to switch on or to switch o�. The
e�ort that is necessary to activate this gear-like switch is minimal as it requires only
a rotation of small amplitude (∼ 15◦) for the system to detect a change in switch
state reliably. The direction of the force that users apply is around the main axis of
the controller, which likely minimizes unintentional deviations of the controller when
activating the switch. This Torch design has thus the advantage of being orientation-
independent. In particular, it a�ords two types of grip. In the air, it seems natural to
hold the controller as a torch but, when on the surface, the long handle can also a�ord
a pen-like grip.

Our second design, Handle, a�ords a door-handle-like grip (Figure 4.4-Bo�om).
Here again, the thumb is not necessarily involved in the grip. We can take advantage
of its independence from the other fingers [83, 170] to push a simple spring-mounted
bu�on that is located on one end of the handle. Contrary to the Torch design, the
Handle design is orientation-dependent, and a�ords the same grip for both on-surface
and mid-air interaction.
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Figure 4.5: Infrared marker positioning for tracking the position of a SurfAir and the
on/o� state of its switch for the Handle SurfAir (Le�) and Torch SurfAir (Right).

Tracking and Recognition

We tested our SurfAirs on a wall display equipped with a multi-touch PQLabs© frame.
The room also features a Vicon© motion-capture system with 20 cameras. We chose
this motion-capture system not only because it is optimized for our experimental setup
(room and display) but also and mainly because it is able to track both SurfAirs and
bare-hand input, eliminating the tracking technology as a confounding factor in the
studies that we report in the following sections.

Like several tangibles for on-surface interaction (e.g., [53, 212, 223]), a SurfAir gen-
erates a multi-touch pa�ern when in contact with the tactile surface. Each SurfAir
is mounted on three feet whose spatial configuration is specific so that a SurfAir can
be recognized when in contact with a multi-touch surface using the simple pa�ern-
matching algorithm described in [53, 154].

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, SurfAirs are equipped with two constellations of in-
frared markers that we can track with the motion-capture system in the air. The
controller’s base features a rail where infrared markers can be a�ached in flexible
configurations to define the first constellation (orange-colored markers in Figure 4.5).
We rely on this constellation to track the 3D position and orientation of a SurfAir , from
which we can obtain a raycast. The second constellation of four markers is a�ached to
a movable part of the SurfAir (blue-colored markers in Figure 4.5). This constellation’s
relative position to the base depends on whether the user activates the switch or not.
This allows us to recognize the state of the switch (on or o�) based on the distance
between the two constellations of markers.
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4.4 SurfAirs vs bare hand for mid-air input

Before evaluating hybrid input, we test the performance of our SurfAirs for performing
elementary pointing and docking tasks from a distance. We run a comparative study
between our two SurfAir prototypes and assess their performance using bare-hand
input as a baseline. Although this first study does not involve input on the surface
itself, our ultimate goal, which we test in the following study, is to support hybrid
input. Bare-hand input is therefore the most relevant baseline to consider as it is the
only single-handed input technique in the literature that allows for both surface and
mid-air interaction while also enabling smooth transitions between those two [183].

In this experiment, participants perform pointing and docking tasks using a con-
troller, which can be one of the two SurfAirs or their bare hand, depending on the
condition. In all cases, users can point thanks to a raycast originating from the con-
troller/hand, and rotate by adjusting the orientation of the controller/hand. They can
select by clicking using either the SurfAir’s switch or by changing their hand pos-
ture. In the bare-hand condition, we use the SideTrigger gesture [14, 106] for clicking
(Figure 4.6). Our general hypothesis is that users will perform be�er with SurfAirs
than with bare-hand input (�64=4A0; ). Although the SideTrigger gesture [14, 106] has
proven good enough in recent studies to achieve remote selections, we hypothesize
that participants will feel more confident when activating a mechanical switch than
when switching between hand postures (�2>=5 834=24 ). This is not only because a but-
ton constrains the possibilities to two states only, but also because it is less subject to
variations across users. In comparison, the space of hand postures is much less con-
strained and more user-dependent. As a result, the system’s recognition and tracking
performance will likely be be�er with SurfAirs than with bare-hand input. Second, a
SurfAir provides haptic support which should help users be more stable when click-
ing and thus enable more precision in selection actions (�?A428B8>=). Finally, we expect
the haptic feedback provided by a SurfAir to also reduce the sensation of fatigue in
comparison with maintaining hand postures (� 5 0C86D4 ).

Design and Procedure

Participants. Nine volunteers (8 men and 1 woman), all right-handed, aged 24 to
44 year-old (average 29, median 26), participated in the experiment.

Apparatus. The experiment runs in full screen mode on a cluster-driven wall-sized
display (75 ultra-thin bezel screens tiled in a 15 × 5 grid, resulting in a total surface of
5m90 × 1m95 for a resolution of 14 400 × 4 800 pixels). The experimental so�ware was
developed using Unity 3D (version 2018.3).
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Switch=o� Switch=on

Figure 4.6: Bare-hand input is implemented as a raycast that follows the direction of
the user’s index. (Le�) Typical posture for Switch=o�. (Right) SideTrigger posture for
Switch=on.

As illustrated in Figure 4.6, we track hand postures using the exact same hardware
and approach as the one we use for SurfAirs. In bare-hand input conditions, partici-
pants wear two finger sleeves equipped with constellations of infrared markers. We
use the distance between these two constellations to recognize the switch between
the two hand postures.

General Procedure and Design. We follow a within-subject design for primary
factor input = { Hand, Handle, Torch }. The experiment consists of two phases:
Point&Click and Docking, always presented in this order and separated by at least
24, and at most 48, hours. In both phases, trials are blocked by input, and the presen-
tation order of these input blocks is counterbalanced across participants using a Latin
Square.

Before starting the experiment, participants have to sign a consent form a�er the
operator has explained the general procedure and goal of the experiment.

At the beginning of each input-block, participants have to put their right foot on a
marker on the ground placed at a distance of 2 meters from the center of the wall. The
operator then introduces the input technique to be used in this block. In the specific
case of Hand, the block starts with a calibration procedure in order to account for
the variability across di�erent hand anatomies. The operator then explains the task
before completing a series of sub-blocks. The first sub-block is for training purposes.
As detailed below, the number of measured sub-blocks depends on the phase.

Between each input-block, participants must sit and rest their arm until any feeling
of fatigue disappears. During this break, they fill in a questionnaire where they have
to rate the input condition that they have just used along the following aspects, with
5-point Likert scales: easiness, confidence, physical demand and mental demand. In
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Figure 4.7: Experimental task in the Docking phase. Participants have to drag and
rotate the Modulus, a blue square of 40 2< side, into the Stimulus, an orange square po-
sitioned at 90 2< of the Modulus. A square’s orientation is indicated by a green mark in
one of the corners. In this example: direction = NE and rotation = +90°.

the Point&Click phase, they rate the click gesture and the pointing action separately
before giving a final performance rating for the entire task.

At the end of each phase, the participants fill in a global questionnaire where they
rank the three di�erent input techniques along the following aspects: physical de-
mand, mental demand, cumbersomeness and preference. The operator also collects
participants’ informal feedback. Each phase lasts about 1 hour.

Phase 1: Point&Click. The first phase is a classic pointing experiment. It consists
of clicking a series of 8 circular targets of the same size. The distance between two suc-
cessive targets in a series is constant. A click outside a target is counted as an error but
participants have to continue the task until they successfully select the target. Each
input-block consists of 3 sub-blocks, each featuring 6 series of pointing tasks: 2 dist ×
3 width. Following Jota et al.’s recommendations for raycast-based techniques [115],
we use angular size and angular distance. Each participant experiences two values for
dist ({20° and 90°})1 and three for width ({1.8°, 3.6° and 5.4°}).2 The presentation order
of the 6 series within a sub-block is random. The first sub-block is used for practice.

This design results in 2268 measured pointing tasks in total: 9 participants × 3
input × 3 width × 2 dist × 2 sub-blocks × 7 pointing tasks (the first pointing task is
ignored as the cursor’s initial location is not controlled).

Phase 2: Docking. The second sub-experiment is a docking experiment. As illus-
trated in Figure 4.7, participants have to manipulate a virtual object (the Modulus) to
make its position and orientation match that of a target placeholder (the Stimulus). A

186cm and 490cm on screen.
2For the 20° angular distance, the 1.8° target is 8cm wide, the 3.6° target is 16cm wide and the 5.6°

target is 24cm wide. For the 90° angular distance, the 1.8° target is 15cm wide, the 3.6° target is 30cm
wide and the 5.6° target is 45cm wide.
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Figure 4.8: Pointing time by input ×width.

trial starts with the two objects displayed on screen: the Modulus as a blue square in
the middle of the screen, and the Stimulus as an orange square. The Stimulus is placed at
constant distance of the Modulus (90 2<) in one direction among the following: NW, NE,
SW or SE. Participants have to drag and rotate3 the Modulus over the Stimulus. As soon
as the position and orientation conditions are met, a blue ring starts to fill up. The
ring is full when both conditions have been maintained for 1000 ms (dwell), e�ectively
ending the trial. The experiment so�ware has some tolerance in both orientation and
position: 10° in orientation and 5cm (about 1°) in distance. The initial di�erence in
orientation between the Modulus and Stimulus (rotation factor) is either 0°, -90° (counter-
clockwise), 90° (clockwise) or 180°. Each input-block consists of a training sub-block
and three measured sub-blocks, each featuring 16 trials (4 rotation × 4 direction) pre-
sented in a random order.

This design results in 1296 measured docking tasks in total: 9 participants × 3
input × 4 rotation × 4 direction × 3 sub-blocks.

Results: Point & Click

Pointing Time. We remove 17 points from our collection of 2268 data points: 10 out-
liers (6 Hand, 3 Torch, 1 Handle) and 7 trials in which participants experienced track-
ing issues (5 Torch, 2 Hand). We then run a repeated-measures factorial anova with
Greenhouse-Geisser correction for sphericity, and Bonferroni-Holm corrected paired
post-hoc t-tests. Figure 4.8 illustrates our results. In all our bar plots, an error bar
represents the 95% confidence interval relative to all the data points collected in the
corresponding condition.

3To enable wide-angle rotations while remaining within a reasonable range of motion, the Modulus
rotates twice as fast as the hand or SurfAir .
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Figure 4.9: Error rate by input ×width.

Our primary input factor has a significant e�ect on pointing time (�1.2,9.7 = 17.5,
? = 0.001, [2

�
= 0.22), and post-hoc tests show that Handle is faster than both Hand

(? = 0.006, 3 = 1.48) and Torch (? = 0.007, 3 = 0.84), and that Torch is faster than Hand
(? = 0.007, 3 = 0.81).

As expected, the anova test also reveals significant e�ects of both width
(�1.1,8.5 = 33.4, ? < 0.001, [2

�
= 0.33) and dist (�1,8 = 33.7, ? < 0.001, [2

�
= 0.12) on pointing

time, with participants being significantly faster when width increases (?’B <0.002) or
when dist decreases (? < 0.001). Moreover, we have a significant input × width inter-
action e�ect4 (�1.3,10.0 = 8.22, ? = 0.013, [2

�
= 0.08): Handle is faster than Hand and Torch

for each width, but Torch is significantly faster than Hand only when width is small.

Error Rate. We notice an unexpectedly high error rate for Torch even for the larger
targets (26% for 5.4°-large targets). Looking at the event-level logs, many of these
errors with Torch occur either at the beginning or in the middle of the pointing move-
ment. We believe that these errors actually reflect tracking issues. Indeed, the switch
mechanism of a Torch is along the direction of movement and might have been ac-
cidentally triggered because of the movement’s acceleration. Such errors should not
have an impact on pointing performance. In order to focus on errors that can actually
impact pointing performance, we filter out errors to consider only those that are close
enough to the target (> 2

3 of the distance) to be actual selection errors. This filtering
operation significantly decreases the error rate for Torch, and marginally reduces it
for Handle and Hand.

Figure 4.9 shows this corrected error rate. As participants had to continue with
the current pointing task in case of an error, it is not surprising to observe e�ects that
are similar to the ones we observed on Pointing Time. We observe a significant e�ect
of input (�2,16 = 38, ? <0.001, [2

�
= 0.28), with Handle having a lower error rate than both

Hand (? < 0.001,3 = 1.95) and Torch (? = 0.013,3 = 0.75), and Torch having a lower error rate
than Hand (? = 0.001, 3 = 1.05). Unsurprisingly, the target’s width (�2,16 = 28.6, ? < 0.001,

4Other interaction e�ects are not significant.
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[2
�

= 0.38) has a significant e�ect as well: the error rate decreases as thewidth increases
(? < 0.001 and ? = 0.051). Finally, we observe a significant input × width interaction
e�ect but with a small e�ect size (�4,32 = 3.77, ? = 0.013, [2

�
= 0.04).

These results support �?A428B8>= : SurfAirs enable higher selection precision than
bare-hand input does. Looking at the movement deviation during a click action, we
observe that participants were actually more stable when clicking with a SurfAir than
when switching between two free-hand postures. The average absolute angle devia-
tion between press and release events of a successful click is 0.45°±0.03° for Handle,
0.58°±0.03° for Torch, and 0.73°±0.04° for Hand, all pairs being significantly di�erent
(?’B <0.025).

Subjective Feedback. There is no significant di�erence between the input condi-
tions for questions related to the pointing phase (we use paired Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests). Overall, participants performed this part of the task with confidence (4.30±0.67),
and found it easy to perform (4.22 ± 0.70) with low mental and low physical demand
(1.22 ± 0.42 and 2.07 ± 0.92). However, participants found it easier to click with Handle
and Torch than with Hand (4.56±1.01 and 4.78±0.44 vs. 2.89±1.17, ? = 0.031 and ? = 0.023).
They were also more confident with Handle and Torch than with Hand (4.56± 0.73 and
4.44±0.53 vs. 2.33±1, ?’B = 0.012). The di�erences regarding physical and mental demand
were not significant (1.85±1.2 and 1.33±0.73). This resulted in participants feeling that
they were performing be�er with Handle and Torch than with Hand (4.56 ± 0.73 and
4.56 ± 0.53 vs.2.89 ± 1.17, ?’B = 0.012).

Regarding global rankings, all participants ranked either Handle (5 participants) or
Torch (6 participants, 2 ex-aequo ranking) as their preferred technique, and all partici-
pants ranked Hand last (di�erences in ranking are significant: ?’B = 0.012). Di�erences
in ranking regarding physical demand and cumbersomeness are not significant, but
they are significant regarding mental load, with Handle and Torch ranked be�er than
Hand (?’B = 0.012).

Results: Docking

Docking Time. We remove 20 points from our collection of 1296 data points: 6 out-
liers (3 Hand, 2 Torch, 1 Handle) and 14 trials where participants experienced tracking
issues (8 Torch, 3 Hand, 3 Handle). We then run a repeated-measures factorial anova.
Figure 4.10 illustrates our results.

The anova reveals a significant e�ect of input (�2,16 = 21.4, ? < 0.001, [2
�

= 0.28) on
Docking Time. Handle is significantly faster than both Hand (? < 0.001, 3 = 1.6) and Torch
(? = 0.037, 3 = 0.77), and Torch is significantly faster than Hand (? = 0.037, 3 = 0.93). Un-
surprisingly, rotation has a significant e�ect on time as well (�3,24 = 21.8, ? = 0.25, [2

�
= ),

with participants being faster with 0° than with all other rotation angles (?’B < 0.008).
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Figure 4.10: Docking time by input × rotation.

They were also faster with -90° than with 180° (? = 0.007). Since the timer starts as soon
as the Modulus and Stimulus appear, Docking Time includes both the preparation time (the
time taken to grab the modulus) and the manipulation time. Analyses on either the
preparation time or the handling time in isolation lead to the same conclusions.

Clutching, Integrality & Simultaneity. About 92% of the trials have been per-
formed without clutching, i.e., in “one movement” without releasing the switch since
the initial press to grab the Modulus. This percentage is high in all three conditions,
without any significant di�erences between them. This suggests that the three tech-
niques are adapted to control two dimensions (translation and rotation) in a single
movement.

To be�er understand how both dimensions are manipulated by the participants,
we computed the movement’s integrality [101] for trials where rotation is not zero.
For this purpose, we divide the drag motion until the instant all docking conditions
are met for the first time into a series of 50ms intervals. For each of these intervals,
we compute the di�erence in position and orientation, Δ?>B and Δ>A84=C (normalized
in [0, 1]), these di�erences being positive if the di�erences in position or orientation
between the Stimulus and the Modulus decrease. We classify each interval as either (i)
integral if both Δ?>B and Δ>A84=C ≥ Cℎ; (ii) stable if −Cℎ < Δ?>B < Cℎ and −Cℎ < Δ>A84=C <
Cℎ; (iii) separate if neither integral nor stable. Then, we remove the stable intervals,
and compute the percentage of the intervals that are integral.

With Cℎ = 0.005 (0.5% of the movement amplitude), the average integrality score
is 44.6% ± 1.9 for Handle, 43.5% ± 1.9 for Torch, and 36.4% ± 1.7 for Hand. The di�er-
ence between Handle and Torch is not significant, but both Handle and Torch have a
significantly higher integrality score than Hand (?’B < 0.002, 3 ∼ 1).

Precision. The above results suggest that participants had be�er control with Han-
dle and Torch than with Hand for both position and rotation in a single movement.
Regarding the precision of that movement, we focus on the end of the task and an-
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alyze the number of overshoot errors, i.e., the number of times the Modulus leaves its
docking position a�er having met the conditions. On average, the number of over-
shoot errors is 0.47 ± 0.07 for Torch, 0.48 ± 0.07 for Handle, and 0.70 ± 0.09 for Hand,
with Hand leading to significantly more overshoot errors than both Torch and Handle
(?’B < 0.008, 3 ∼ 1). This suggests that participants have be�er stabilization and finer
control abilities with Handle and Torch than with Hand.

Subjective Feedback. For this Docking phase, participants’ subjective feedback is
not significantly di�erent across input conditions. Overall, participants performed the
task with confidence (4.5 ± 0.59). They found it easy to perform (4.19 ± 0.52), requiring
low physical (2.11±0.87) and mental (1.67±0.76) demand. Regarding the global ranking
between techniques, six participants ranked Handle first, 5 participants ranked Torch
first, and 1 participant ranked Hand first (ex-aequo rankings were allowed).

Summary of Results
Overall results of this experiment support our main hypothesis (�64=4A0; ): SurfAirs per-
form be�er and are preferred over bare-hand input. For both Point&Click and Docking,
participants were more accurate with SurfAirs than with hand gestures (�?A428B8>=). In
particular, participants were more stable when clicking with the mechanical switches
of the SurfAirs than with hand gestures, which likely contributed positively to the
confidence they had when interacting with a physical controller (�2>=5 834=24 ). Obser-
vations in the Docking phase also suggest that participants are be�er at controlling
two dimensions concurrently with a physical controller than with their bare hand. Al-
though both SurfAir prototypes outperformed bare-hand input, Handle seems to be a
more promising design than Torch. Participants are very stable when clicking in the
air with Handle, allowing for precise selection. However, while participants’ informal
feedback suggested more fatigue with bare-hand input than with SurfAir-based input,
quantitative answers in the questionnaire does not support � 5 0C86D4 : participants did
not find bare-hand input more tiring than SurfAirs.

4.5 SurfAirs vs bare hand for both on surface and
mid-air input

In this second experiment, we evaluate SurfAirs’ performance for tasks that involve
both precise manipulations on screen and coarse manipulations in the air. We use
a docking task to operationalize manipulations at these two levels of precision, as
well as transitions between both. We conduct a comparative evaluation of our Handle
prototype against bare-hand input (Hand). We do not include the Torch prototype
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in this second study for several reasons. First, we wanted to keep our experiment
reasonably short for participants. Second, Handle performed slightly be�er than Torch
in our first experiment. Finally, as opposed to Torch, the grip of a Handle is the same
whether held on a surface or in the air.

The docking task consists of adjusting the orientation, scale and position of a vir-
tual square (Modulus) to make it match the spatial configuration of another square
(Stimulus). The translation to perform is fairly large (i.e., 160cm), and participants are
instructed to interact from afar (mid-air) to perform it. On the opposite, they are in-
structed to interact directly on screen (surface) for rotating and scaling the modulus.
In order to operationalize the case where users have to do both types of interactions
in a single and continuous chunk, participants are also instructed to switch from the
surface to the air (or vice versa) during the translation manipulation without releasing
control (hybrid).

Interaction

Mid-air interaction. As in the first experiment, participants can point with a ray-
cast that departs either from the index finger (Hand) or from the controller (Handle).
Participants can grab an object by adopting a SideTrigger posture (Hand) or by press-
ing the bu�on (Handle) and then drag the object.

Surface interaction. In the Hand condition, participants use standard multi-touch
gestures: one finger slides the Modulus (whether the hand adopts a SideTigger or a re-
leased posture), and two fingers both rotate (according to the orientation of the seg-
ment defined by the two contact points) and scale (pinch). However, when two fingers
are in contact, the translation is disabled. Pilot tests showed that it was very di�icult
for participants to adjust the rotation and scale without unintentionally moving the
object. Participants can still translate on surface by simply li�ing one of their two
fingers o� the surface. Similarly, in the Handle condition, the translation is disabled
when the bu�on is released. Participants can adjust the Modulus orientation by rotating
the controller and its scale by sliding the controller up or down. To adjust the Modulus

position, they must explicitly enter the dragging state by pressing the controller’s but-
ton.

Mid-air/Surface transition. Users simply put either the controller (Handle) or their
finger (Hand) on the surface to transition from mid-air to surface control. Participants
can drag an object mid-air using ray-casting, then come in contact with the surface
where they can still drag the object until they release the controller’s bu�on (Handle)
or put a second finger on the surface (Hand). They can then continue interacting
(rotate and scale).
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Figure 4.11: Surface to mid-air transition techniques: Flick and Grab. With the Flick

technique, users slide on the surface before li�ing their hand/controller o� the sur-
face. With the Grab technique, users activate the switch (SideTrigger posture or but-
ton press) before li�ing their hand/controller o� the surface.

Surface/Mid-air transition. This type of transition is more elaborate as the system
must distinguish between releasing control and continuing the ongoing interaction.
We consider two techniques, Grab and Flick (Figure 4.11), to leave the surface without
releasing control. With Grab, participants have to activate the switch (SideTrigger pos-
ture or bu�on press) while being in contact with the surface and maintain the switch
on when they leave the surface. They then release control by releasing the switch.
With Flick, participants must perform a flick gesture (i.e., accelerating the movement
as in [183]) when they leave the surface to continue with the ongoing interaction in
the air. The flick can be performed with the switch either on or o�. They then release
control when the switch state changes (on→ o� or o�→ on). This o�ers more flex-
ibility and avoids relying on clicks, which caused precision issues with Hand in our
first experiment.
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Tasks
Participants had to perform two types of tasks, either transitioning from the air to the
surface or the opposite. In both cases, participants are instructed not to release control
during the transition. For AirToSurface, participants must hold (drag) the Modulus when
they come in contact with the surface. For example, they cannot drop the Modulus over
the Stimulus using mid-air interaction and then come close to the wall for docking it.
For SurfaceToAir , once the Modulus is docked, participants must use either the Grab or
Flick technique before stepping back.

AirToSurface. The task starts with the Stimulus displayed in the center of the wall,
and the Modulus (a square of 30 2< side) located at 160 2< on the le� or the right of
the Stimulus. Participants have to face the center of the wall, and be at a distance of
at least 150 2< from it. Participants have to grab the Modulus and drag it over the
Stimulus using mid-air interaction, while at the same time coming close to the wall to
eventually come in contact with it. When in contact, they can precisely adjust the
Modulus position (tolerance = 7cm) and dock the Modulus in the Stimulus: rotate (tolerance
= 10°) and scale (tolerance = 10%). The task is validated once the docking conditions
have been maintained for 1s.

SurfaceToAir. The task starts with both the Modulus and the Stimulus displayed in the
center of the wall. Participants have to first dock the Modulus into the Stimulus on surface
(like they do in the second part of an AirToSurface task). They then leave the surface
without releasing control (using either Flick or Grab depending on the condition as
detailed in the design below). This makes a second Stimulus appear on the right or the
le� at 160 2< from the center of the wall. They must drop the Modulus over this second
Stimulus with a tolerance of 72<. The second Stimulus appears only when the controller or
hand is at 150 2< from the wall in order to operationalize the case where users decide
on where to position an object only a�er they have a wider view angle.

Hypotheses
We formulate the following two hypotheses:

�64=4A0; : SurfAir-based input outperforms bare-hand input overall. Our first ex-
periment suggests that SurfAirs perform be�er for mid-air input. In addition, studies
reported in [53] suggest that tangibles act as be�er surface controllers than multi-
touch gestures. As for the transition, we do not expect to observe strong di�erences
between the two types of input. As a result, we expect a SurfAir to perform be�er than
bare-hand input overall.

�CA0=B8C8>= : For transitioning from the surface to the air, we hypothesize that Flick
is a be�er technique for Hand, while Grab is be�er for Handle. This is because 1)
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state switching is more costly for Hand than it is for Handle (as suggested by our first
experiment) and 2) a SurfAir is more rigid and has a larger contact surface than a
finger, which could make the Flick’s accelerating gesture more di�icult to perform.

Experimental Design and Procedure
Participants & Apparatus. Twelve volunteers (5 men and 7 women), all right-
handed, aged 21 to 32 year-old (average 25.33, median 25), participated in the ex-
periment. We use the same apparatus as in the first experiment. The wall display
is equipped with a multi-touch PQLabs© frame, which we rely upon for on-surface
interaction.

Design and Procedure. We follow a within-subject design with primary factor
input = { Hand, Handle }. Trials are blocked by input. With each input, participants had
to perform both AirToSurface and SurfaceToAir types of transition. We also test the two
di�erent techniques for transitioning from the surface to the air (tech = { Grab, Flick }).
We thus have three types of tasks: AirToSurface, SurfaceToAir5 ;82: and SurfaceToAir6A01 .
Each input-block is a series of three sub-blocks, one per task. The presentation order
of blocks and sub-blocks is counterbalanced across participants.

At the beginning of the experiment, participants sign a consent form a�er having
read the general procedure and goal of the experience. Each task sub-block starts
with the operator explaining how to perform the task. Participants then perform 16
trials = 2 repetitions (one training, one measured) × 2 rotations (-90°, 90°) × 2 scales
(-50%, +50%) × 2 directions (right, le�). The presentation order of the 8 trials within a
repetition is random.

Between two task conditions, participants must sit and rest. During that break, the
operator asks them to rate on a 5-point Likert scale the condition that they have just
experienced regarding easiness, confidence, physical demand, mental demand and
performance. They rate not only the task in general but also the transition specifically.
Moreover, at the end of the experiment, participants rank the two input conditions and
the transition techniques.

The whole experiment lasts about 75 minutes. Answering the questionnaire rep-
resents about half of this time.

Results
Task Time. Among the 576 measured trials, we remove 9 data points where we
experienced logging issues and 7 outliers based on a linear analysis (all from Hand).
A�er checking the normality of our data, we run two anova tests: 1) input ∼ Time
for AirToSurface tasks and 2) input × tech ∼ Time for SurfaceToAir tasks. Figure 4.12
illustrates the di�erent e�ects that we observe, and Figure 4.13 details the test results.
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Figure 4.12: Task time by input for each task.
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input �1,11 = 22.7, ? <0.001, [2
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�
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input × tech - �1,11 = 0.01, ? =0.918, [2
�
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Figure 4.13: Results of anova tests for task time.

First, Handle significantly outperforms Hand with a large e�ect size, and this overall
di�erence is not impacted by the transition technique (tech) for SurfaceToAir tasks.

Figure 4.12 shows a breakdown of the total Task Time into: the time on the surface,
the time in the air, and the transition time for SurfaceToAir tasks (i.e., the interval
between the moment the docking task is completed and the moment the Hand/Handle
leaves the surface with a successful use of either Flick or Grab). We analyze each phase
of the task below.

Transition. An anova input × tech on the transition time reveals: (i) a significant
e�ect of input (�1,11 = 17.9, ? = 0.001, [2

�
= 0.28), with Handle being faster than Hand

(1578 ± 126<B vs. 2291 ± 158<B); (ii) a marginal e�ect of tech (�1,11 = 4.70, ? = 0.054,
[2
�

= 0.13), with Grab being faster than Flick (1764± 118<B vs. 2109± 177<B); and (iii) no
input × tech interaction e�ect (�1,11 = 3.60, ? = 0.084, [2

�
= 0.02).

An analysis of errors can partially explain these di�erences. A transition error
happens when participants fail at transitioning from the surface to the air at their
first a�empt with either Flick or Grab. The following table reports the percentage of
trials where such errors occur:

Flick Grab
Hand Handle Hand Handle

17.0% ± 7.6% 7.6% ± 5.4% 5.4% ± 4.6% 2.2% ± 3.0%

First, we observe that we have more transition errors with Flick than with Grab
(? = 0.045, 3 = 0.9). This might be specific to the case that we operationalize in our
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experiment, with participants needing a wide viewing angle to decide on where to
place the Modulus. As they do not know the direction of their future movement when
they leave the surface, they make an arbitrary choice regarding the direction of their
flick gesture. This could have played against the Flick technique. Second, we observe
more transition errors with Hand than with Handle (? = 0.037, 3 = 0.8) for both transi-
tion techniques. Contrary to our hypothesis about Flick being be�er suited for Hand
and Grab for Handle (�CA0=B8C8>=), participants consistently performed be�er transitions
with Handle than with Hand whatever the transition technique considered.

Surface. For the time spent on the surface (i.e., time for docking), the comparison
between Hand and Handle is very similar to what it is for the total task time.
This supports results from previous studies [53], where tangibles were be�er than
multi-touch gestures when used as surface controllers. We looked at some specific
lower-level events to be�er interpret those observations. The table below reports the
percentage of trials where participants (i) had to perform at least one Clutch action
during the docking on surface; and (ii) entered and then le� the target docking
position (Enter/leave):

AirToSurface SurfaceToAir
Hand Handle Hand Handle

Clutch 89.1% ± 6.4% 19.8% ± 8.1% 67.4% ± 6.8% 3.2% ± 2.6%
Enter/leave 55.4% ± 10.3% 39.6% ± 9.9% 59.3% ± 7.1% 24.9% ± 6.3%

There are significantly fewer clutch actions with Handle than with Hand, suggest-
ing a more continuous control with Handle.for AirToSurface tasks than with Surface-
ToAir tasks (going down to 3.2% of trials with Handle). This is probably because par-
ticipants came in contact while maintaining a SideTrigger posture. Pu�ing the thumb
down from this posture led to uncomfortable positions. Participants then tended to li�
o� their finger and reposition their hand in order to make future on-surface manipu-
lations more comfortable. Finally, in the Handle condition, participants performed less
enter/leave actions than in the Hand condition, suggesting a be�er precision control
and stability with Handle.

Mid-air. For the time spent in the air, Handle is significantly faster than Hand for
the SurfaceToAir task (�1,11 = 27.4, ? < 0.001, [2

�
= 0.28). However, for the AirToSurface

task, the di�erence between Hand and Handle is not significant (�1,11 = 0.92, ? = 0.358,
[2
�

= 0.01). These di�erent results can be easily explained by the nature of the tasks
and their di�iculty:

- In AirToSurface tasks, participants had no di�iculty with either Hand or Handle
to put the Modulus over the Stimulus with the required tolerance of 7 2< when coming in
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contact with the wall (participants almost never adjusted the position of the Modulus

once on the surface).

- In SurfaceToAir tasks, participants had to release the Modulus over the Stimulus from
afar with the same 7 2< tolerance. Consistently with our first experiment, it was more
di�icult with Hand (error rate 30%) than with Handle (error rate 10%). A larger toler-
ance would certainly lead to di�erent results.

Subjective Feedback. Overall, participants were more confident with Handle (4.8
vs. 3.9, ? = 0.002) and found that Handle was easier to use (4.5 vs. 3.5, ? = 0.002), was less
physically demanding (1.3 vs. 2.2, ? = 0.004), and performed be�er (4.5 vs. 3.9, ? = 0.012).
The di�erence regarding mental demand is not significant (1.3 vs. 1.7, ? = 0.203).

For the transition-specific questions, there are significant di�erences neither be-
tween the input conditions nor between Flick and Grab. Overall, the participants per-
formed transitions with confidence (4.6), found the transition techniques easy to use
(4.4), with low physical and mental demands (1.4 and 1.3), and perceived their perfor-
mance as good (4.5).

Regarding rankings, Handle was be�er than Hand for all participants. For Surface-
ToAir tasks, Handle with Grab is always ranked first (7 participants) or second (5 par-
ticipants). Handle with Flick has also very good rankings: first for 5 participants, and
second for 5 other participants. Looking at Hand only, a majority of participants (8)
ranked Grab before Flick. For rankings related to the transition action only, 8 partici-
pants ranked first Handle with Grab, 3 participants ranked Handle with Flick first, and
3 participants ranked Hand with Flick first (2 ex-aequo).

Overall, Handle obtained be�er subjective scores than Hand, and was preferred
by the participants. However, we could not observe clear di�erences between the
transition techniques.

Summary of results

Our results support (�64=4A0; ): SurfAirs performed be�er and were preferred over bare-
hand input for hybrid interactions involving both surface and mid-air control as well
as transitions between both. Moreover, participants were able (with a low error rate)
to transition from the surface to the air with both the Grab and Flick techniques.
Although Grab performed slightly be�er than Flick, our observations do not support
(�CA0=B8C8>=): there is statistical evidence neither that Grab is be�er for Handle nor that
Flick is be�er for Hand. Finally, contrary to our first experiment, participants found
SurfAir-based input significantly less tiring than bare-hand input.
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4.6 Limitations

As opposed to o�-the-shelf technologies, experimental setups like our wall room are
unique. Observations are thus dependent on the specificities of the setup. In particu-
lar, tracking accuracy depends on the motion-capture system, the number of cameras
and their positioning in the room. In our case, we optimized tracking accuracy for
the volume e�ectively used during the studies. However, we chose to implement all
our conditions using the exact same tracking setup so that it cannot be a confounding
factor in comparisons across conditions. This means that even if absolute numbers
are likely to be di�erent in another setup, the comparison between conditions should
be the same.

The tracking accuracy might also be impacted by the specific PQLab© frame that
we use for capturing multi-touch input. Such a frame is based on optics, meaning that
the fingers that are in contact with the surface can be occluded by other parts of the
hand. In addition, fingers that are very close to the screen may even be considered to
be in contact with it. Bare-hand input might have been impacted more than SurfAirs
by these issues. However, whatever the technology considered, the rigid structure of
a controller reduces variability. Controller-based input is thus usually more resistant
to technological imperfections.

We have tested a specific implementation of bare-hand input, using the SideTrig-
ger gesture for clicking and the flick gesture for transitioning. We chose the Side-
Trigger gesture because both our personal experience and the literature indicate that
it reaches good performance in terms of speed, stability and precision [14, 106]. We
chose the flick gesture to transition for multiple reasons. Firstly, a flick gesture can be
performed independently from the click state for each input technique. Secondly, a
flick starts on the surface and finishes in the air, strengthening the metaphor of mov-
ing control from the surface to the air. However, alternative gestures within the very
large space of multi-touch gestures could be considered and tested. Similarly, alter-
native handle and switch designs could be considered for a physical controller. But,
a high-level property that remains independent from the design choices is that a ges-
ture requires training or per-user calibration while a mechanical action on a physical
controller does not.

Finally, participants in the two experiments were researchers, engineers, or grad-
uate students in Computer Science. They were all familiar with multi-touch gestures
from their experience with personal devices such as smartphones and tablets. How-
ever, except for two participants, they had no experience interacting with a wall dis-
play, and none of them had ever used multi-touch gestures on a wall display. Although
post-experiment questionnaires suggest that participants were comfortable in all the
experimental conditions, replicating the experiment with expert users may decrease
the di�erence between bare-hand gestures and SurfAirs as bare-hand input might
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more benefit from learning e�ects. We also observe some anecdotal evidence that
bare-hand input conditions may have been impacted by hand anatomy, with partici-
pants with large hands being more comfortable with multi-touch gestures than par-
ticipants with small hands. We did not observe such a tendency in SurfAir conditions,
which reinforces the hypothesis that SurfAirs’ performance is less user-dependent.

4.7 Conclusion and Future Work

SurfAirs are physical controllers that can be tracked both on a surface and in the air.
They enable controlling multiple degrees of freedom: translation and rotation on 2D
surfaces, and full 6-DoF manipulation in the air. They are equipped with a switch
that not only enables selection from afar but also enriches surface interaction with an
additional state. For example, in our second experiment, we took advantage of this
additional state to support translation, rotation and scaling on surfaces with a single
controller. SurfAirs also feature mechanism based on a spring and suction cup [53] that
makes them particularly well suited for interaction with vertical surfaces, as users can
a�ach and detach them at will.

Our empirical studies compare the performance of SurfAir-based input against
bare-hand input. Across the two studies, participants had to perform pointing and
docking tasks in the air, on a surface, and across the air and a surface. SurfAirs per-
formed be�er than, and were preferred to, bare-hand input. They enable steadier
selections in the air, and more precise control both in the air and on-surface. In com-
parison with bare-hand input, they also have strong advantages by design. First, their
manipulation is user-independent. Activating a switch with a change of hand posture
is subject to both intra-user and inter-user variability as postures may vary over time
and between users. In comparison, SurfAirs do not require any per-user calibration or
pre-training. Second, SurfAirs do not require instrumenting the user, which is o�en
cumbersome. For instance, even light instrumentation such as the finger sleeves we
used (Figure 4.6) made it di�icult for participants to fill out questionnaires during the
study.

The fabrication of a SurfAir is relatively simple, relying on passive components, an
optics-based multi-touch frame, and an optical tracking system that can accurately
capture motion in 3D. Relying on modular components without any electronic con-
nection was particularly convenient for testing alternatives during the design phase.
For example, it allowed us to design the Torch SurfAir that features a switch that is
orientation-independent. Such a switch would have been challenging to design with
electronic components.

In our studies, we consider basic tasks with a single SurfAir in a specific techno-
logical setup. As future work, we would like to replicate our second experiment with
other technologies such as a capacitive display or an electronic bu�on for the Handle
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SurfAir . Future work should also evaluate SurfAirs with more ecological, high-level
tasks that involve e.g., a higher cognitive demand, multiple controllers and multiple
users. Finally, it would be worth studying SurfAirs in the context of multi-display en-
vironments that can feature both vertical and horizontal displays such as tabletops.
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Tangible Interaction for
Multi-Display Environments

5.1 Introduction

Multi-display environments are now common and o�en ask users to interact with dif-
ferent devices. In addition to desktops and laptops, those spaces can include large
screens such as wall displays [31, 229] or tabletops [16, 86] to enable collaborative
work as well as personal devices such as smartphones [123, 148, 191] and tablets
[21, 110, 169] that allow users to keep interacting while being mobile. From the small-
est to the biggest devices reviewed above, HCI literature investigated the use of tangi-
ble controllers. Such controllers have proven e�icient to interact with digital displays
both on surface or in the air. On surface, they take advantage of eyes-free and pre-
cise manipulations [53, 69, 85, 213, 219], and increase other users’ awareness [45] and
improve collaboration between them [5, 66]. In the air, they can propose a rich set of
interactions [21, 178], are faster and more precise than traditional devices [20] or bare
hand gestures [49], and provide a wide variety of haptic feedback [164, 236].

However, tangible controllers are mainly used in a single device context [8, 22, 36,
47, 53, 55, 84, 90, 142, 234]. A couple of projects take interest in creating frameworks to
provide ways of enabling tangible interaction in a multi-display environment [15, 169,
229], but they mainly contribute so�ware architectures to help developers with multi-
device applications without discussing the design aspects of a physical controller that
would be used to interact with multiple displays.

In fact, creating versatile tangible controllers for di�erent devices can quickly be-
come challenging. Tangibles are o�en designed for contexts relying on specific hard-
ware setups as they need to be recognized and tracked by the system. Recognition
and tracking approaches are thus o�en coupled with the technology of the display
itself. Such approaches are o�en based on vision [65, 79, 114, 238] or capacitive tech-
nology [26, 41, 46] but they can also rely on magnetic fields [126, 130], wireless com-
munication [137, 201] or RFID tags [78, 96]. Moreover, the targeted display’s physical
characteristics (i.e., size and orientation) o�en drive the controllers’ form factor which

73
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have to be adapted to that display. For instance, a tangible controller that has been
built for a tabletop will probably not be usable on a smartphone if size constraints
are not considered in the first place. This example illustrates how the form factor of
a multi-display tangible has to be cautiously thought early in the design process to
ensure its compatibility with multiple devices.

The third research question I address in this chapter is about extending tangible
interaction to the other devices that o�en surround a wall display. A wall display is
rarely used in isolation. It is most o�en used as an additional, shared display space
that is used in conjunction with individual workstations, handheld devices or table-
tops. Designing physical controllers that can work with multiple displays would o�er
advantages. In particular, it could unify some interactions [15] (for instance, the same
physical controller could be used to control a magnifying lens over a map indepen-
dently from where this map is displayed) and facilitate the transfer of data between dif-
ferent devices [208]. As a first step toward designing multi-display controllers, we sur-
vey the literature of tangibles that are used to control a physical display and analyze
the di�erent dimensions that impact their design. This chapter presents an overview
of the literature about tangible controllers through a systematic survey reviewing 284
papers along with a tool to explore this corpus. We then present an analysis cate-
gorizing tangible controllers regarding 12 dimensions that impact tangibles’ design
and form factor. We highlight the projects proposing multi-display interactions and
extract the physical design choices that make it possible. Based on those projects
and our personal experience, we propose directions for interaction designers to create
multi-display tangible controllers.

5.2 Survey Scope and Methodology

As TUI literature is wide and spans across multiple sources, we had to refine our ex-
ploration to cover as many projects as possible without going out of the scope of our
research question. The data collection method we used is a selective literature survey
of 4 di�erent ACM conferences using the advanced search tool of the ACM digital
library. Those conferences, CHI, UIST, TEI and ISS (formerly ITS), were chosen either
because of there flagship status as HCI conferences or because tangible user interface
projects usually represent a significant part of their proceedings. We thus start with
the following query:

&2>=5 : articles in CHI, UIST, TEI or ISS (ITS); and

&C0=681;4 : the title or abstract contains the word “tangible”.

This query outputs 2386 items. To reduce this corpus, we decided to only consider
contributions of type Research Article to focus on “complete” projects, reducing the cor-
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pus to about 1185 articles (note that the specific Research Article tag was introduced
in the ACM DL in 2008 only, so we had to manually classify articles published be-
fore 2008 that would be not considered as Research Article – mostly CHI extended ab-
stracts). Moreover, we defined a query that captures contributions that are about
physical controllers used for interacting with one or several displays. To define such
a query, (&F>A3B ), we took inspiration from an initial corpus (�8=8C ) of 43 papers that
we were familiar with (mostly because we studied them in the context of my first two
projects: WallTokens and Surfairs). Thus we added the following criteria to (&2>=5 ) and
(&C0=681;4 ):

&C~?4 : contributions of type Research Article; and

&F>A3B : the title or abstract contains at least one of the following words: “physical
controller”, “display”, “surface”, “screen”, “table”, “tabletop” or “wall”.

And we obtained a corpus of 263 papers that we named ���" .
We first evaluated the coverage of that corpus using our �8=8C corpus, which we

know to be relevant to our topic of interest. �8=8C contains 8 papers that could not be
in���" because they came from other venues than CHI, UIST, TEI, and ISS: two at AVI,
and one in each of the following venue: OZCHI, GROUP, IEEE TVCG, IEEE TLT, IEEE
Computer, and INTERACT. Among the 35 remaining papers of �8=8C , 22 are in ���"
and 13 are not. Among these 13 papers not in���" , 11 papers are not in�8=8C because
the word “tangible” is not in the title neither in the abstract (typically because the
article uses an other word to describe its central concept, such as “graspable UI” [70],
or focuses on an input device, e.g., VisionWand [39], or a system, e.g., Miners [217],
rather than on tangible input). The 2 remaining papers are not in ���" because they
do no satisfy the &F>A3B query.

Then, we manually went through the ���" corpus of 263 items and found out
that some papers were out of the scope of this survey which focuses on the use of a
tangible controller for manipulating or adjusting parameters of an object of interest
that is displayed on a physical screen spatially distinct from the tangible itself. We
defined the following list of Exclusion Criteria (��) to filter out papers that do not fall
within that scope:

• ��1: No input (Figure 5.1, Le�): Projects presenting tangible user interface that
only provide output capabilities are excluded. For instance, examples of this ex-
clusion case can be found in Yannier et al.’s project [232] where children observe
how towers made from construction blocks fall in an earthquake simulation. In a
similar way, Marshall et al. [144] propose to move a tangible sphere using ultra-
sound waves but the sphere is never used as an input controller. This “No Input”
criterion also excluded projects where the tangible is the main focus of the in-
teraction and the display is only used as a way to augment it. In such cases, the
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Figure 5.1: Examples of project illustrating our exclusion criteria. On the le�, a
human-shaped avatar giving vitals output only. In the center, a controller used on
the street without additional display. On the right, unmodified smartphones used to
display additional information on tabletop. Images source: [75], [29] and [125].

tangible is the object of interest while we rather focus on tangibles that act as
controllers to interact with an object of interest displayed on a distinct screen.
For example, this criterion excluded Suzuki et al.’s project [198] where physical
objects are augmented using a tablet camera to explain physics phenomena, or
Bonnard et al.’s [27] project where pieces of paper are augmented to help pupils
in primary school classify quadrilaterals. This criterion also excluded projects
where the tangible is the display itself without providing any means of decou-
pling the controller from the display [186].

• ��2: No distinct display (Figure 5.1, Center): Projects where interaction does
not rely on a physical display are excluded. These mainly represent projects
where the tangible controllers are standalone embedding a display themselves
[28, 29] or projects that do not involve a display at all [145, 153]. We also re-
lied on this criterion to exclude projects that target immersive contexts of use
where users interact with a fully virtual world that does not feature any physical
display [194, 200].

• ��3: No tangibles (Figure 5.1, Right): Projects not relying on a custom tan-
gible controller are excluded. These includes projects where either no tangible
controllers are used for interaction [4, 23, 124] or projects where the controller
is an already existing device such as a smartphone, a tablet or a smartwatch
[125, 148, 150], leaving no space for any design considerations.

Note that, in some cases, a project could meet one of the exclusion criteria for
some of its parts but not for all of its parts. This is the case, for instance, of Jansen et
al.’s project [110] where a tangible slider is fixed on a tablet and the user manipulate
that slider to adjust parameters of a visualization displayed on a distant wall. In that
specific case, the tablet is not a distinct display but is rather part of the tangible itself
(��2) but the wall is actually a distinct display that the user interacts with using the
tangible slider. We thus do not exclude that project but we focus on the relationship
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Figure 5.2: Years distribution of our corpora. In grey the papers from our query
(���" ) that we excluded; in light blue the papers of (�8=8C ) that are not in the query;
and in steel blue (�5 8;C4A ).

between the tangible slider (which includes the tablet it is mounted on) and the wall
display.

Filtering out our (���" ) corpus of papers with those criteria le� us with a cor-
pus, (� 5 8;C4A ), of 126 papers (excluding 137 papers). To obtain our final corpus (� 5 8=0; ),
we added the 21 missing papers from (�8=8C ) resulting in 147 papers in � 5 8=0; . Years
distribution of our corpora is shown in Figure 5.2.

5.3 Survey Dimensions

In this section, we describe and analyze each of the 12 dimensions that we used to
classify the 147 papers in (� 5 8=0; ). Those dimensions where chosen based on the im-
portance they have on the design aspects of tangible controllers. Among those di-
mensions, four of them are linked to the display properties, six of them are linked to
the controller properties and two of them are linked to the posture of the user during
the interaction. Each of those dimensions can take di�erent values which we describe
below. It is important to note that values on a dimension are not exclusive and that
a project can belong to multiple categories of a given dimension. In such a case, we
count the project in each of the categories it belongs to. Note that it entails that
the sum of percentages in a category for a dimension, which we report below, can be
higher than a 100%.

To set the values of the di�erent dimensions for each project, we relied on:1

• the user study or studies when the project reported on some,

• the text descriptions, illustrations or videos when the user study did not pro-
vided those information or when there was no user study reported.

1We used the same resources for applying the exclusion criteria when refining our initial result set.
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Figure 5.3: Display Size

However, some of the dimension values are sometimes hard to identify and/or not
described at all. In such cases, we chose not to make any assumption and used the
Unknown value for the dimension in question.

Display properties

• Display Size (Small, Medium, Big): This dimension describes the physical size
of a display. The possible values are Small for tablet- and smartphone-sized
devices, Medium for displays that typically fit a desktop workstation, and Large
for tabletop-, smartboard- or wall-sized displays. The size of a display plays
an important role on the form factor of a tangible and even more when the
tangible is used as a surface controller. It typically constrains the size of the
tangible itself which then impacts its weight, its portability, how the user can
grab it, how much occlusion it creates on the display, and the number and type
of additional features (e.g., bu�ons) that can be mounted on or included in it.

As illustrated by Figure 5.3, we observe that most of the projects from our cor-
pus use tangible controllers with a Large display (69.39%). Tangible controllers
for small- or medium-sized displays are rarer and represent respectively 15.32%
and 19.73% of our corpus. This is not very surprising as the smaller the display
is, the smaller the controller must be, and designing small but meaningful con-
trollers is challenging. For instance, a WallToken (chapter 3) is roughly 10cm-
large. This is good for a wall display but it can hardly be used on a tablet or a
smartphone without causing major occlusion. In a multi-display environment,
the controller’s form factor should fit all displays, and, in particular, its size is
constrained by the smallest one. However, there might be some trade-o� to
consider as, at the same time, a too small controller might have drawbacks. For
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Figure 5.4: Display Orientation

instance, it might not o�er a comfortable enough grip or it might be di�icult to
visually perceive on a very large screen.

• Display Orientation (Horizontal, Vertical, Handheld): This dimension describes
the orientation of the display. The possible values are: Horizontal for displays
such as tabletops or setups where a handheld device must be put flat on a table,
Vertical for displays such as desktop displays or walls, and Handheld for mobile
devices used normally. The display orientation mainly impacts the ability of
le�ing the controller in place. As we discussed in previous chapters, this is useful
for users to free their hands or give physical cues about the current state of the
system. For horizontal surfaces, the controller form factor is not really impacted
but for vertical ones, leaving the controller on the surface requires to design a
feature to a�ach it. This is also true for tilted surfaces or handheld devices when
they are actually held in hand and not put flat on a table.

In Figure 5.4, we can see that only a third of our corpus allows tangible con-
trollers to be used with vertical displays (29.25%) or handheld devices (1.36%)
compared to 76.87% for horizontal displays. This can be explained by the fact
that tangible controllers used on vertical displays, or handheld displays, requires
to be held by the user while interacting, making them more cumbersome com-
pared to horizontal surfaces where users can free their hands. However, this
does not impact controllers that are used in a desktop context, where the dis-
play is vertical but the controller can stay on the desk surface if needed (e.g.,
[71, 76, 84, 88, 94]. In a similar spirit to the tension about the right size for a
controller mentioned above, designing for vertical displays can make controllers
less meaningful as the a�ach feature can become a hindrance for other horizon-
tal displays such as tabletops [90]. Also, the orientation of the display has an
influence on the posture of users’ hands when they hold the tangible on the sur-
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Figure 5.5: Display - Controller Distance

face. Designing for a variety of orientations entails considering more variability
in the way users might have to grasp and manipulate the controller.

• Display - Controller Distance (Surface, Close, Distant): This dimension describes
the distance at which the controller must be from the display. The possible
values are: Surface, when the tangible has to be in contact with the display,
Close when the controller has to be used in a restricted space nearby the dis-
play (hovering or surrounding it) and Distant when there is conceptually no limit
regarding the distance the controller can be from the screen. In this la�er case,
the limit will rather be imposed by the physical environment (e.g., the size of the
room) or the user’s visual perception. This dimension is tightly coupled with the
following one as it is practically constrained by the technology used to track the
controller. However, the controller form factor is also impacted by this dimen-
sion as, for instance, leaving the surface of a display o�er additional degrees of
freedom regarding how users can manipulate the controller, which means that
the controller’s form factor must account for these richer manipulations.

As pointed out by Cherek et. al in [44] and confirmed in our survey, tangible
controllers that are not used in contact with the display surface are rarer. If we
combine both projects used close and at a distance from the display, they repre-
sent less than a third 29.25% of our final corpus (respectively 20.41% and 10.2%)
Figure 5.5. This might be partly due to the technologies that o�en make it easier
to identify and track a controller when it actually is on the display. However,
in a multi-display environment, finding ways to enable distant interactions is
highly desirable as it not only expands individual displays’ interaction space,
but it can also enable continuous interaction between di�erent displays.

• Display - Controller Communication (Cable, Capacitive, InfraRed, Magnetic, Vi-
sion, RFID, Wireless, Pressure): This dimension describes the communication
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Figure 5.6: Display - Controller Communication

technology allowing the use of a controller with a display. The possible values
are Cable, for controllers relying on wire-based communication, Capacitive for
controllers equipped with capacitive footprint pa�erns, InfraRed for controllers
equipped with physical footprints that can be detected using an infrared touch
frame, Magnetic for controllers endowed with magnetic footprint, Vision for con-
trollers endowed with markers and tracked using cameras, RFID for controllers
with embedded RFID tags, Wireless for controllers embedded with wifi or blue-
tooth modules and finally Pressure for controllers using physical footprint to be
used with pressure sensitive surfaces. This dimension is, if not the most im-
portant, critical regarding the controller’s form factor. For the controller to be
usable, the communication between it and the device must go as flawless as
possible. However, pu�ing forward the quality of the tracking in a tangible con-
troller design might impact multiple things according to the technology used.
For instance, while it is easy to a�ach a passive marker under a tangible to be
used on a tabletop that feature a camera under it, embedding some electronics
in or mounting some infrared markers on a tangible will have a more important
impact on its form factor.

Regarding the tracking/recognition technologies used, we see a clear unbalance
in favor of technologies that can work with passive controllers (passive in the
sense that they do not embed any electronics). In such cases, the recognition
and tracking aspects heavily rely on the display’s built-in technology. Figure 5.6
shows that, vision-based, capacitive, magnetic, RFID, pressure-based and in-
frared frame systems constitute 75.87% of the survey results while cable-based
and wireless controllers sharing the remaining 22.48% (respectively 8.27% and
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14.2%). This unbalance could be explained by the constraint active tracking puts
on a controller. Even though active parts like bu�ons or actuators can enable
new interactions, they make the tangible design more di�icult as they require
knowledge in assembling and programming with electronics. In all cases, it is
di�icult to completely avoid technologies that rely on passive tracking, because
it is very di�icult to achieve accurate tracking with only electronics embedded
in a tangible object.

Controller properties

• Controller Form Factor (Generic, Specific): This dimension describes if the con-
troller shape is designed for generic or specific tasks. The possible values are
Generic, when the controller shape relies on basic geometries and can be used
in multiple scenarios or Specific, if the controller is designed for a very specific
task or to depict a specific virtual object in the display’s scene. This dimension
is also crucial as the more complex a controller shape has to be, the more it will
constrain other design dimensions.

Figure 5.7 illustrates that most of the projects in our corpus propose generic
form factors (75.51%). Specialized controllers are o�en used in combination with
generic ones when the project proposes a set of tangibles (48.3%). Only 23.81%
of our corpus is about tangibles that have a specific form factor only. This makes
sense as simple geometrical shapes like pucks, squares or other basic geomet-
rical shapes are less restrictive in terms of possible applications than tangibles
whose shape is specific to a role or application domain. Generic shapes are likely
desirable in a multi-display environment as di�erent displays may show di�er-
ent scenes and types of data. However, some manipulations may require specific
grips that a generic shape might fail to support. For instance, writing or draw-
ing need both a specific grip and a contact surface which minimize occlusion on
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Figure 5.8: Controller Input/Output

the display as much as possible. In a multi-display environment, the number of
di�erent interactions can increase with the number of displays, likely calling for
both generic and specific form factors. Such a design solution can be addressed
using the ControllerSet and ControllerModularity dimensions discussed below.

• Controller Input/Output (Input, Output, None): This dimension describes the
capabilities of a controller in terms of input or output. It captures I/O possi-
bilities that are added to the controller itself such as a bu�on (input) or active
feedback in the form of vibrations or LEDs/screens mounted on the controller
(output). The possible values are Input, if the controller has any input capabil-
ities or Output, if the controller features any output capabilities. Adding I/O
capabilities also impacts the form factor, o�en making it more complex. In ad-
dition to the electronic embedding it might require, the physical placement of
additional components quickly becomes a design issue. For instance, a bu�on
or a tactile surface must be placed thoroughly on the controller in order for it
to be used comfortably. The same is true for output to be easily perceived and
understood by the user.

In 55.78% of our survey corpus, controllers do not embed any additional input
or output capabilities (Figure 5.8). The rest of the corpus is shared between
input (38.78%) and output (21.77%). This gives a hint that, in most cases, ma-
nipulations of the controller itself is a su�icient enough input channel. Adding
more features, in addition to making the design more complex, also puts con-
straints on the form factor as the way the user grasps the controller needs to
account for both interactions with the distinct display and and interactions on
the controller itself. This is a challenge we faced when designing the switch
in the SurfAirs project (chapter 4). However, a multi-display environment may
require controlling a large variety of functions and commands, which can put
some weigh in favor of more I/O capabilities on the tangible itself.
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Figure 5.9: Controller Set

• Controller Set (Unique, Homogeneous Set, Heterogeneous Set): This dimension
captures whether a controller is designed to be used in isolation or whether
it can be used with other controllers to create a set of controllers. The possi-
ble values are Unique, if a project relies on a single controller ; Homogeneous
Set, if a project relies on multiple controllers having a similar form factor ; and
Heterogeneous Set, if a project relies on multiple tangible controllers with dif-
ferent form factors. Using a set of controllers as opposed to a single controller
has consequences as the system must be able to identify each of them inde-
pendently. This typically can have an impact on the form factor to make those
tangibles feature identifiable traits. Moreover, this is also tightly linked to the
other Display Dimensions, such as the Display Size or the Display Orientation,
as multiple controllers can mean having enough display real estate to host them
concurrently but it can also mean for the user to be able to put them down.

We observe that, in most of the articles, controllers are used in a set (83.99%) ver-
sus 17.01% cases where control is achieved with a unique controller (Figure 5.9).
Providing a set of controllers diversifies the interactions available to the user.
Multiple controllers open space for both generic and specific form factors as well
as distributing the di�erent controls across di�erent tangible tools [65, 92, 159].
In a multi-display environment, profiting from multiple controllers might be an
interesting design option to consider. However, it requires to take into account
that, in a multi-display environment, the mobility of users could be impaired if
they have to carry multiple controllers from one place to another.

• Controller Modularity (Modular, Not Modular): This dimension describes the
degree of modularity of a tangible controller. A controller is Modular when it
proposes ways of physically adapting its shape or function for di�erent tasks.
Such modularity can be achieved either automatically [194, 199] or manually
with reconfigurable modules [165]. We also consider as Modular when several
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Figure 5.10: Controller Modularity

tangibles within a set can be combined to propose new form factors and/or in-
teractions [41, 120, 127].

As illustrated in Figure 5.10, our survey corpus shows that tangible controllers
are modular in only 15.65% of the projects. The vast majority of projects (84.35%)
uses a single controller whose shape cannot be altered or a set of predefined
controllers that cannot be combined. This dimension could however be key for
multi-display interaction as it can impact impact all of the other dimensions
covered in this section. In a multi-display environment, both for a controller set
or a single controller, the lack of modularity means that they do not profit from
a flexible form factor to adapt to di�erent displays. The low number of projects
that propose modularity can likely be explained by the fact that modular con-
trollers ask more thinking regarding their design than a monolithic tangible.
Furthermore, modularity can also mean more engineering e�ort as recognizing
a controller that can take multiple shapes can be tricky.

• Controller Transparency (Transparent, Opaque): This dimension defines the
transparency of a controller. The possible values are Transparent, if the display
can be seen through the controller or Opaque otherwise. Making a controller
transparent has great advantages as it allows to avoid occlusion but it also re-
quires specific material which can impact the form factor of the controller as
well as making the embedding of electronic components complicated.

As illustrated in Figure 5.11, only 21.77% of the controllers are transparent. Some
projects propose both values if they propose a set of tangibles that feature both
Transparent and Opaque tangibles. Transparency is an interesting feature for
controllers used with a display, but loses some significance as soon as the con-
troller is not used on the surface. Moreover, full transparency can be di�icult
to achieve when the controller has a non-flat shape as light gets deflected as it
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Figure 5.12: Based on Existing Controller

passes through the object. However, when it comes to interaction in a multi-
display environment, transparency could be an interesting way to adapt large
controllers to small displays, removing e�iciently the occlusion problem without
changing the controller’s form factor.

• Based on existing controller (Yes, No): This dimension defines if the tangible
controller is made from scratch or built upon an existing device. The possible
values are No, if the controller is specifically built for the system or Yes if the
controller relies on an existing device such as a smartphone or a smartwatch that
is augmented for the project’s needs. As mentioned above, our corpus does not
include projects that use o�-the-shelf devices only as they set aside all design-
related questions. We consider solutions as soon as they have an impact on the
form factor of the existing devices even if the impact is small (e.g., equipping
it with a specific casing [6, 140] or a�aching additional grips [201, 226]). Even
though adaptation of existing devices give some flexibility for the designer, it
usually is quite constraining regarding the final form factor of the controller.

It is interesting to see that our survey corpus is mainly composed of fully cus-
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Figure 5.13: User Posture

tom controllers (93.2%). On the opposite, as illustrated in Figure 5.12, 6.8% of
projects propose controllers that are built by enhancing pre-defined ones such
as Nintendo Wii controllers [201], mice [226], smartwatches [140] or smart-
phones [123]. This suggests that designers of tangible controller tend to opt
for homemade solution to adapt to their setups. This e�ect can be even more
pronounced in a multi-screen environment, as the more di�erent screens there
are, the more constraints the controller design piles up. In this case, and even
though relying on existing controller allows interaction designer to profit from
already e�icient designs, going from scratch might be the way-to-go to get a
controller that is e�icient with the various screens.

User Posture

• User Posture (Standing, Si�ing): This dimension describes the posture of the user
when interacting with the controller. The possible values are Standing if the user
stands when interacting or Si�ing if the user is seated when interacting. This
dimension might impact the form factor. In particular, designers should take a
particular care to the weight of a controller if the user will have to stand and
keep holding it in the air. See Figure 5.13.

• User Mobility (Mobile, Static): This dimension describes if the user is mobile or
not while using a controller. The possible values are Mobile if the user has to
move in space while interacting with the controller or Static, if the user stays
in place during the interaction. In addition to increased tracking requirements,
this dimension also impacts the form factor as a mobile user aims for a more
portable and lightweight controller. See Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: User Mobility

Figure 5.15: The Web tool to explore our corpus of papers. The le� panel features
one facet per dimension, and the main panel on the right lists the references in our
corpus. A reference is represented by its textual description and a series of icons that
represent the values it has along each dimension.

5.4 Survey Exploration Tool
To explore the corpus resulting from our survey, we created an exploration tool Fig-
ure 5.15. This Web page, available at

https://tangibles4displays.lisn.upsaclay.fr/

lists the references and proposes a list of facets to filter out those references according
to the dimensions described above. We used it to help us interpret the analysis that
we present above, and we make it available to the community in order to help TUI
designers explore the literature and take design inspiration for their specific setups.

https://tangibles4displays.lisn.upsaclay.fr/
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a) b) c) d) e)

Figure 5.16: Pictograms used to represent values along the DisplaySize dimension.
(a-c) Pictograms for projects that work with Small, Medium or Large displays. (d)
Pictogram for a project that considers both Small and Large displays. (e) Pictogram
for a project whose the value of DisplaySize is Unknown.

The le� panel features one facet per dimension. Each facet can be set to either
select the union (OR model) of the selected values or the intersection (AND model) of
the selected values for that facet. By default, all values are selected and the facet filters
according to a OR model. Each facet also features two small bu�ons that allow users
to sort the references according to the values of that facet. Sorting along a facet will
group references according to the number of values they take for that dimension. For
instance, when sorting along Display Size, a reference that considers only Small displays
will be listed before a reference that considers both Small and Large displays. Within a
group of references that is tagged with the same number of values, the order matches
that of the presentation order of the values under that facet title in the le� side panel.
For instance, a reference that considers only Small displays will be listed before a
reference that considers only Medium displays. Each facet proposes two bu�ons for
sorting according to an ascending or descending order.

To support visual exploration of the corpus, we designed icons for each value of a
dimension. Those icons are designed so that they can be superimposed when a project
combines multiple values for a single dimension. For instance, a project that proposes
controllers for Small displays only will be depicted by Figure 5.16-a), a project that
proposes controllers for Large displays only will be depicted by Figure 5.16-c), and
a project that consider both Small and Large displays only will be depicted by Fig-
ure 5.16-d). We designed icons for most of our dimensions. However, when a dimen-
sion has too many values or is simply di�icult to match with a simple visual represen-
tation, we kept a textual description. Users can also turn o� visual representations to
get text-only representations by clicking the Show text-only descriptors at the top le�.

In addition to the 12 dimensions of interest, the tool also proposes a couple of
additional filters:

• In/Out ACM search: To indicate whether the project was a result of our search
in the ACM DL or whether we added it (i.e., projects from�8=8C that were not in
���" are marked “Out ACM Search”).
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• Application domain: The application domain for the project. Possible values
include Art, Education, Visualization, Health, etc.2

At the very bo�om of the page, users can click a link to see the list of projects that
we put aside because of the exclusion criteria that we list above.

We made this information available to make the way we built our corpus trans-
parent and because we believe that they might be useful to practitioners who would
be, for example, interested in a specific application domain.

5.5 Designing for Multi-Display Environments

Designing tangibles for multi-display environments requires to take into account the
variety of each display’s properties. Thanks to the taxonomy and the tool that we
present above, we can take a closer look at projects that cover multiple values regard-
ing the di�erent display dimensions. These projects are likely to provide clues about
how to make tangible input that is versatile enough to adapt to di�erent display type.
For instance, even if they do not propose a straightforward multi-display interaction,
projects that present controllers that work with displays of multiple sizes, or that rely
on di�erent communication technologies, or that can be used with either horizontal
and vertical displays are worth to be investigated. We thus carefully look at the con-
troller properties for these projects in order to understand the design solutions that
they adopted to support multiple types of displays.

Among our final corpus of 147 projects, 53 of them take multiple values along at
list one of the display dimensions described in section 5.3: 13 of them allows multiple
Display Distances, 7 of them can support at least 2 Display Sizes, 11 of them are usable
on multiple Display Orientations and 22 of them relies on multiple Display - Controller
Communication. This section presents our analysis of these specific projects.

Display Size
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, only 5.44% of the projects propose interaction on more
than one display size. Some of them simply propose controllers that are small enough
to be usable with small display surfaces without causing to much occlusion [57, 233].
Another solution consists in not supporting on surface interactions (Display-Controller
Distance ≠ Surface), which somehow decouples the controller’s form factor from the
display size as they do not have to be in contact with each other [78, 178]. Other
projects such as PUCs [212] or CapStones [41] propose a set of tangible objects of

2Identifying relevant values for the Application Domain dimension requires delimiting “domains”,
which is a notion that can be subject to debate. We plan to iterate again on the definition of this
dimension as our current values may not be completely consistent.
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di�erent sizes so that users can choose the one that is adapted to the considered dis-
play. Finally, GaussBits [129] propose another approach where the magnetic tangible
is not tracked by the technology of the display but rather by an external magnetic grid
which can be a�ached to a smartphone, a tablet or a laptop.

However, some of these approaches have drawbacks that we already mentioned
above. For instance, smaller controllers can adapt to any display size but they can suf-
fer from uncomfortable grips and may be di�icult to visually perceive on large screens.
Avoiding on surface interaction is an interesting solution but it comes at the cost of
not o�ering the precise and comfortable manipulations that on surface interaction en-
ables. Having a set of controllers seems to benefit from all the advantages described
above as users can switch at will from one controller to another according to the task
and display at hand. However, the more di�erent displays, the more controller might
be needed to interact with those various displays, eventually impairing the user mo-
bility. Decoupling the tracking technology from the surface is a good solution from a
technological standpoint but does not address the design aspects related to the form
factor a controller should take to support e�icient and comfortable interactions. One
solution that we personally think would be worth to investigate would consist of mak-
ing modular tangible controllers, which would be able to adapt their shape according
to the display size.

Display Orientation
Only 8.16% of the projects propose to interact with displays having multiple orienta-
tion (Figure 5.4). However, in most cases, this combination relies on a vertical and a
horizontal display alternatively taking the role of display of interest and, when the
display of interest is the vertical one, the user relies on the horizontal one for manip-
ulating the tangible. Indeed, in projects such as [48, 51, 65, 92, 165, 180, 230], users
manipulate the tangible on the horizontal surface to act on the representation dis-
played on the vertical surface. Such a solution not only makes the position of one
display dependent on that of the other display but also reduces users’ mobility as
they must stay close to the horizontal display to interact, thus losing the advantages
of movements in space. In Jansen et al.’s project [110], a tablet is used to interact with
a wall display. This time, as the tangible is manipulated on a mobile device, the user
can freely move in space. However, while a�aching tangibles to a handheld device
makes users free to move in space without worrying about gravity, it also entails that
users cannot manipulate the tangibles directly on the display of interest.

Interestingly, Gomes de Siqueira et al.’s project about tangibles for interacting with
scientific posters [57] is the only one showing a capacitive controller used on display
surfaces that have di�erent orientations, making the assumption that, in a near future,
scientific posters will likely be presented in environments that feature multiple capac-
itive displays. However, as those tangible knobs cannot be a�ached to the display, the
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possibilities in terms of interaction quickly become limited on vertical surfaces. Some
projects actually address this issue and, even if they do not propose multi-display in-
teractions, give hints on how the possibility for a token to be a�ached to a surface can
enable interactions for both vertical and horizontal displays. For instance, WallTokens
(chapter 3), Vertibles [90] and Back to Tangibility [159] use suction cups to achieve
this while Geckos [126] and Mechanix [204] use magnets. However, when the design
includes a solution to make the controller a�achable on vertical surfaces, this solu-
tion must not impair the use of the controller on horizontal ones. For instance, Vert-
ibles’ design makes the controllers a�achable on vertical displays, but they are then
static once put on the display surface. WallTokens, on the opposite, rely on a physical
mechanism that supports two states, a�ached or detached, and transitions between
these states in order to make users able to slide tangibles on the surface. Geckos and
Mechanix relies on magnetic surfaces o�ering both a�achment and movement at the
same time but such magnetic-based solutions require some trade-o�s. In particular,
they rely on projection-based displays as this makes it easy to make a display mag-
netic, but this is at the cost of losing the high resolution that an active display can
o�er.

Designing controllers for multiple display orientations requires trade-o�s that
have repercussions either on the display technology or on the controller’s form factor
as it is di�icult to design physical objects that are both convenient and comfortable
to use on both vertical and horizontal displays. One solution that we personally think
would be worth to investigate and that has not been considered in the literature is
either to build sets of tangibles that propose di�erent types of controllers suitable
to di�erent display orientations or to make modular controllers onto which di�erent
handles and a�achment mechanisms could be placed as needed.

Display-Controller Distance
As pointed out by Cherek et al. [44], smoothly transitioning between on-surface con-
trol and distant control allows interaction designers to empower their tangible con-
trollers. However, projects proposing multiple value for the Display-Controller Dis-
tance dimension represent only 8.84% of our corpus (Figure 5.5). Most of these projects
rely on multiple technologies to track the controllers both on the display surface, close,
or afar from it. This can be achieved by combining the display tracking technology
with cameras [15, 169] or by using active controllers with embedded wireless commu-
nication technologies [63, 81, 210, 236]. Some projects also use a single technology
that is able to cover not only the surface, but also the space surrounding it. For in-
stance, the Portico project [8] mounts cameras on a tablet to track the space on the
surface but also surrounding it. In a similar spirit, Wu et al.’s project [230] uses a
camera mounted above a tabletop to allow the tangible to be li�ed and lowered to
zoom in/out while allowing panning at a specific zoom level. Magnetic-based track-
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ing systems also allows interacting while hovering [129] or being close to the display
surface [22]. Another solution to interact from di�erent distances is to rely on a set
of controllers [42, 65, 236], with some usable on the display surface and other usable
from a distance.

In a multi-display environment, interacting from various distances is important
not only because users will typically move in space, but also because it might be de-
sirable to empower the whole environment with the possibility of making continuous
interactions between displays. This dimension is tightly linked to the technology used
for the controller-display communication as not all these technologies are on an equal
footing regarding the interaction space covered. While it is possible to rely on a set of
controllers to switch to di�erent distances, using a global technology that covers the
whole environment seems the most promising solution. Vision-based tracking seems
the most obvious solution. However, such an approach o�en entails heavy and com-
plex hardware setups and its tracking accuracy may quickly degrade in a large space
involving multiple users and objects that will cause a lot of occlusion.

Display-Controller Communication

In our corpus, 15.64% of the controllers communicate with displays using more than
one technology Figure 5.6. Most of them use a combination of vision-based system
to track the controller position on the surface and a wireless communication system
embedded in the controller. This combination is mostly used to provide input and out-
put capabilities to active controllers [6, 85, 100, 130, 151, 195, 196, 199]. As mentioned
above, combining technologies can also enable tracking at di�erent display-controller
distances [15, 63, 81, 140]. Cables are also used in combination with vision-based tech-
nologies for active controllers that have some I/O capabilities [42, 111]. Combining
technologies can also help increase the accuracy when tracking controllers [77].

A multi-display environment o�en features displays that rely on di�erent tech-
nologies. A tangible for such an environment should thus support various communi-
cation technologies to be versatile. This is a challenging design concept. A solution to
address this is to use a set of controllers with each one of them being adapted to dif-
ferent communication system. While this may seem like a purely technical question,
it is actually not completely technical, as it o�en requires the integration of certain
components in the controller so that it can be tracked (e.g., a specific footprint/marker
or some electronics). This can have an impact on the form factor. In all cases, multi-
display environments likely call for combining technologies in order to get a good
tracking accuracy anywhere in the environment. Controllers should thus be able to
get tracked by each display surface using the surface’s native communication system,
and by a global vision system when interacting in between displays. However, it cer-
tainly causes non-trivial challenges for integrating heterogeneous tracking systems.
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5.6 Limitations

Although we tried to give an overview of the literature focused on the use of tangibles
with physical displays, our survey may have some limitations. First, our research was
focused on ACM conferences. Although we think that it certainly is the most relevant
source, other sources from the IEEE digital library might be interesting to look at to
cover a wider range of the literature. Second, the exclusion criteria (section 5.2) that
we used to refine our results helped reduce the scope of our set of references, they may
have also excluded interesting design solutions that were applied in another context
and that could prove relevant for multi-display environments. Finally, the dimensions
we chose to classify the di�erent projects were the ones we thought would be the most
useful regarding the design of tangible controllers but they do not cover all aspects
of the fabrication and development process. Other considerations such as material
cost and availability, production and assembly time or so�ware implementation com-
plexity were not considered in this work. When producing a physical object, those
considerations are nevertheless important but they are rarely central to research ac-
tivities and are therefore rarely discussed in articles. Such a lack of detail is even true
for some of the dimensions that we considered. For example, user posture and mo-
bility are o�en not explicitly described (Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10). In some cases, even
the tracking technology used is not reported [217]. Despite those limitations, we still
believe that the dataset resulting from our survey, as well as the exploration tool we
provide (section 5.4) should be useful to designers for creating tangible controllers for
multi-display environment or for a single display.

5.7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we present a survey on the use of tangible controllers with physical
displays that we built with a systematic search among four ACM conferences and an
initial corpus of relevant papers that we were familiar with. Our motivation was to
identify interesting design approaches to enable tangible interaction in a multi-display
environment. Our survey covers 27 years of projects using tangible controllers with
displays. However, apart from a few projects that took interest in using such con-
trollers in a multi-display environment [15, 169, 229], most contributions are about
single display setups. As we discuss in this chapter, this can be explained by the nu-
merous constraints that underly the design of a versatile controllers.

We organize our corpus of references along 12 dimensions that we group into two
main categories: display properties and controller properties. Those dimensions are
chosen to represent the constraints that the designer of a tangible controller has to
consider when creating a controller for a specific setup. Our work contributes a clas-
sification of 147 papers along those dimensions and a Web-based tool to present and
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explore them. We also contribute an analysis of the corpus along those dimensions
showing that few controllers actually support some degree of versatility. We discuss
those specific projects, discuss the trade-o�s they require and suggest approaches that
are worth exploring in the context of a multi-display environment. In particular, we
believe that modular controllers are promising.

As future work, we want to widen our corpus by considering more sources and
include dynamic interactive charts in the Web-based tool to facilitate the exploration
of the dataset and identify trends in physical controller design. We would also like to
open it for other researchers to contribute to the database. Finally, we plan to build
some prototypes of modular tangibles to investigate how this design dimension could
impact tangible multi-display interaction.
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Conclusion and Perspectives
This thesis investigated the use of Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) to empower inter-
actions with wall displays. TUIs have been investigated in many contexts, but rarely
for interacting with large vertical displays. As discussed in this manuscript, using tan-
gibles with vertical surfaces raises many challenges regarding interaction design that
are mostly related to the vertical orientation of the display and the large space users
evolve in. My thesis work addresses these challenges to answer the broad research
question: “How to enable tangible interaction with wall displays?”.
This final chapter summarizes my contributions towards answering that question and
discusses possible future research directions to push further tangible interaction with
wall displays.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

My thesis contribution is three-fold, addressing the three specific Research �estions
('&) introduced in section 1.1.

'&1: How to enable on surface tangible interaction on a wall
display?

Interacting with wall displays can happen from a distance or close to it. In this second
case, users usually rely on the tactile technology the wall display features. Using
tangibles for on surface interaction has been widely explored on horizontal surfaces.
However, with vertical surfaces, users cannot leave tangibles on the display surface
without holding them, which quickly impairs user experience. My first contribution,
WallTokens (chapter 3), proposes a solution to this problem with a set of tangible
tokens designed for on surface interaction with wall displays. In particular, each
WallTokens features a simple mechanism with a push-handle that controls a suction
cup. This makes it easy for users to switch between sliding the token or a�aching it
to the wall. Those tangibles are easy to fabricate and are recognized on the display

97
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surface passively thanks to their physical footprints. In addition to the low-cost and
easy-to-replicate design that we propose, we report on a study showing the benefits
of WallTokens for manipulating virtual objects over multi-touch gestures. WallTokens
proved more precise and comfortable than bare-hand gestures to perform low-level
manipulation tasks on a wall display surface. This project is a first step towards
enabling tangible interaction in a wall display context.

Major parts of this contribution were published as a full paper at CHI’21 [53]

'&2: How to enable continuous tangible interaction from the
wall surface to the air?
Enabling tangible interaction on wall displays requires to not limit the interaction
space only to its surface. Even if interacting on the display itself enables precise
manipulations with a detailed view on the scene, users o�en move in space along
the wall or away from it. Taking some distance actually allows users to have a
wide viewing angle and makes large-scale manipulations easier. My second project,
SurfAirs (chapter 4), aims at making users able to interact both up-close and afar
from the wall while o�ering some continuity across these two types of interaction.
SurfAirs are physical controllers that users can manipulate on screen (on surface
input), in the air (mid-air input), and transition from the surface to the air during
a single manipulation (hybrid input). We propose two di�erent SurfAir prototypes
usable in a wall display environment and report on two user studies that compare
SurfAirs’ performance with bare-hand input for both mid-air and hybrid input.
SurfAirs performed be�er on low-level manipulation tasks than bare-hand gestures
regarding accuracy, speed and user preferences.

Major parts of this contribution have to appear as a full paper at CHI’23 [54]

'&3: How to design a multi-display/multi-purpose tangible
controller for interactive rooms that feature more than just a
wall?
A wall display is o�en located in an environment that features multiple devices such
as tabletops, laptops, tablets or even Augmented Reality headsets. While all these
devices can work independently, a richer user experience could be achieved if those
devices could actually work in concert, e�iciently complementing one another. In
my third contribution, I thus consider interaction with a wall display in a larger
context, tackling the challenges that entail the design of tangibles for interacting
with multiple displays. We contribute a survey (chapter 5) that reviews projects that
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have investigated the use tangible controllers with various types of displays over the
last 27 years. We systematically explore a corpus of references built over the four
main ACM conferences that present contribution in the domain of TUIs. We filter
out projects that made use of tangible controllers in combination with a physical
display, resulting in a dataset of 147 research articles. We present 12 dimensions to
describe and organize this dataset, capturing properties of the controller, the display
and the communication between the two. We present a Web tool to explore our
dataset along those dimensions, and we use it to identify the projects that feature
interesting properties for designing tangibles that are versatile enough to work
with diverse displays. We discuss these projects, and propose some directions for
designing multi-display tangibles. Although we focused on the specific use case of
multi-display tangibles, our survey and tool can help TUI designers in general to
identify projects that rely on a specific setup.

This project is presented for the first time in this thesis manuscript, it has not been
submi�ed for publication yet.

6.2 Future Work

My thesis studies tangible interaction with wall displays, considering the rich inter-
action space they can propose. This interaction space is actually not limited to the
surface of the wall itself but rather encompasses the potentially large volume in front
of it that can accommodate multiple users who move in space and multiple devices.
From the surface to the air, and finally to the surrounding devices, we empirically
or theoretically investigated the use of tangibles for interacting with wall displays.
However, while this thesis is a step towards enabling tangible interaction with wall
displays, it also opens up several research questions that we would like to explore in
the future.

Tangibles for Vertical Displays
Both WallTokens and SurfAirs are tangible objects that users can a�ach on the wall
display. While it has the obvious advantage for users to free their hands when needed,
we believe that it o�ers other interesting properties in terms of manipulation and
perception. In terms of manipulation, the user can set the token’s position in space
while still being able to rotate it to use it as a rotary knob. In terms of perception,
leaving a physical object on a digital scene can serve as a visual marker that is easy
for users to spot. Our personal experience is that, on a large display, a physical object
is much more salient than a virtual object is, especially when the digital information
space is complex. We would like to study this pop out e�ect, taking inspiration from
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studies in experimental psychology on prea�entive processing [202]. Factors such as
the size of the visual marker, the complexity of the digital scene and the user’s distance
to the wall would be interesting to study when comparing physical and virtual markers
regarding their visual saliency.

Related to the question above, a design challenge that would be interesting to
tackle is the construction of self-actuated controllers that would be able to move
along vertical surfaces. It would require to find a means to make tangibles stick on
the display surface without preventing their mobility. On horizontal surfaces, Weiss
et al. [222] propose a solution to actuate tangibles with magnets. As magnets can
also be used as an a�ach solution on vertical surface, they could be used to combine
both actuation and an a�aching mechanism. However, as we discussed earlier in this
manuscript, using magnets is not possible with many active displays so this would
probably require to rely on passive, projection-based displays or on displays that are
equipped with specific technology (as in e.g., [128]). An alternative could consist of
embedding motors in passive tangibles to eventually reproduce caterpillar-like move-
ments while relying on suction cups.

Tangibles for Multi-display Environments
In chapter 5, our analysis of projects on tangible interaction reveals that tangible con-
trollers are o�en declined into sets of controllers when used with displays. While this
enables a certain versatility as users can switch from one tangible to another depend-
ing on their needs or on the display technology, it can not only prevent continuous
interactions but also be quickly cumbersome when users move around as they have to
carry multiple tokens. Investigating how to address this issue would be a promising
direction to enable tangible interaction in multi-display environments. One solution
could consist of making users able to leave their tangibles in place even in the air.
While the tangibles presented in this thesis work can be easily a�ached to a vertical
surface, it does not provide a solution when interacting from a distance. Taking in-
spiration from projects like BitDrones [79] could help design controllers that can stay
in place mid-air making users able to pick them on the go or leave them floating in
the interaction space. Combined with the idea presented in the section above, such
tangibles could be self-actuated to go back and forth between the surface and the air.

An alternative or complementary design solution that we also discuss to enable
multi-display tangible interaction is modularity. Users could reconfigure tangibles to
e.g., adapt their form factor depending on the manipulations they want to do and the
displays they are interacting with. Studying how to design such modular tangibles is
a question that we would like to explore. For instance, the grip and the contact surface
of a tangible could be made modular so that users could change them according to
the display it is used on, or the task it is used for. Such modularity could also make
the tangible customizable, changing its form factor according to the user’s hand size
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or handedness. Modularity could also be used to plug/unplug some input or output
capabilities on the tangible when needed. The challenge lies mainly in the design
of such controllers because changes to the tangible must be easy to make and the
modular parts must not become cumbersome when not needed. We could think of
modules designed as drawers or modules that can be folded so that users do not end
up in a situation that is close to handling a set of distinct controllers.

Tangibles for Collaboration
Although we demonstrate in WallTokens’s companion video how multiple users can
interact with tangibles on a wall display, this thesis mostly focused on the situation
where only one user is interacting with the wall display. Studying tangibles’ perfor-
mance and the role they can play in multi-user scenarios is an interesting research
topic. Tangibles have been shown to improve user collaboration on horizontal sur-
faces [207] but does it transfer to the specific interaction space a wall display o�ers?
We actually believe that tangibles could help collaboration not only in contexts that
involve single wall display but also in multi-display contexts. For instance, the phys-
icality of the tangibles might change the way users exchange roles and information
when accomplishing collaborative tasks in a multi-display environment, which could
be�er support coordination. Studying such phenomena requires to design scenarios
that operationalize high-level collaboration tasks that involve tightly-coupled collab-
oration and/or loose collaboration such as e.g., sensemaking tasks [2] or classification
tasks [133].

We also believe that considering collaboration during the design process of tan-
gibles could generate interesting alternative design solutions with e.g., specific form
factors or output capabilities that promote awareness of other users’ actions. In multi-
user contexts, it is important for users not only to be aware of other users’ actions but
also to be aware of the workspace state to ensure an e�icient coordination. While we
focused on tangible controllers, ambient tangibles could complement our approach to
convey information about the workspace and about other users. Such tangibles could
be hung to the ceiling [30, 174], a�ached to the walls [189], or put on the ground
[50, 116, 192] to take into account the large space users evolve in.
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Résumé:

Les murs d'écrans plongent les utilisateurs

dans de larges espaces d'informations ultra-haute

résolution. Ils sont bien adaptés à l'analyse de

grands ensembles de données car les utilisateurs

peuvent se déplacer physiquement pour explorer

ce qui est a�ché à l'écran. Ils facilitent également

la collaboration car leur taille permet facilement

d'accueillir plusieurs utilisateurs à la fois. Cepen-

dant, créer des interactions e�caces avec les murs

d'écrans est un dé�. Les périphériques tradition-

nels tel que le clavier et la souris montre vite leur

limite dans un contexte ou plusieurs utilisateurs

interagissent et se déplacent librement.

La littérature en IHM propose des moyens

d'interaction alternatifs. En particulier, l'inter-

action tangible, qui s'appuie sur la manipulation

d'objets physiques pour interagir avec des scènes

virtuelles, o�re des avantages intéressants pour

les murs d'écrans. La matérialité des contrôleurs

o�re un retour haptique qui permet de les ma-

nipuler sans les regarder. Leur forme suggère

aussi la manière de les attraper et de les ma-

nipuler, guidant les utilisateurs sur leurs fonction-

nalités. De nombreuses études empiriques com-

parant les contrôleurs tangibles à d'autres formes

d'interaction montrent qu'ils procurent des gains

signi�catifs en termes de vitesse et de précision de

manipulation.

Cependant, fabriquer des contrôleurs tangibles

pour les murs d'écrans est di�cile. Tout d'abord,

l'orientation de l'écran et sa taille doivent être

prise en compte pour fabriquer des tangibles ap-

propriés. De plus, les utilisateurs sont mobiles

: ils s'éloignent pour obtenir un angle de vue

plus large, se rapprochent pour voir plus de dé-

tails, ou ajustent leur position en fonction de celle

des autres utilisateurs. Les contrôleurs tangibles

doivent donc être conçu pour être utilisable quelle

que soit la position de l'utilisateur dans la pièce.

En�n, un mur d'écrans est souvent situé dans un

contexte rassemblant d'autres dispositifs (tables

interactives, ordinateurs, etc.). Dans ce cas, il

est nécessaire de prendre en compte l'ensemble du

contexte, contraignant la forme des tangibles et les

technologies sous-jacentes.

Mon travail de thèse propose trois contribu-

tions pour faciliter l'interaction tangible avec les

murs d'écrans.

Mon premier projet, WallTokens, propose des

tangibles qui permettent d'interagir sur la surface

des murs d'écrans. Les WallTokens sont équipés

d'un mécanisme qui permet aux utilisateurs de les

attacher et de les détacher facilement de la sur-

face du mur. Cela permet de les laisser en place

lorsque les utilisateurs veulent libérer leur main

pour d'autres tâches. Nous présentons deux études

évaluant la facilité d'utilisation et l'e�cacité des

WallTokens. Nos résultats montrent qu'ils sont

plus précis et plus confortables que les interactions

tactiles pour e�ectuer des manipulations de bas

niveau sur mur d'écrans.

Mon deuxième projet, SurfAirs, propose des

tangibles permettant des interactions avec les murs

d'écrans en surface, quand les utilisateurs ont be-

soin de détails et de précision, mais aussi à distance

quand ils ont besoin d'un grand angle de vue. Les

SurfAirs permettent également une transition con-

tinue entre ces deux modes d'interaction. Nous

présentons deux études qui comparent les SurfAirs

avec des gestes à main nue pour e�ectuer des

tâches de manipulation de bas niveau. Les Sur-

fAirs sont plus performants que les gestes à main

nue en termes de précision et de vitesse et les util-

isateurs les préfèrent. Le troisième projet propose

une étude de la littérature sur l'utilisation de con-

trôleur tangible avec des écrans. Chaque article

étudié est classi�é selon 12 dimensions qui re�ètent

les aspects de la conception du contrôleur et de

l'écran. Nous proposons un outil Web qui permet

l'exploration de notre corpus d'articles à travers

ces dimensions de classi�cation. Nous discutons

ensuite les dé�s qui sous-tendent la conception

de contrôleurs tangibles dans un environnement

multi-écrans.
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Summary:

Wall displays immerse users in large, high-

resolution information spaces. They are well suited

for data analysis, as users only need to move

around the physical space to explore the virtual

information space displayed on the wall. They

also facilitate collaboration as their large physical

size can accommodate multiple users. However,

designing e�ective ways of interacting with wall

displays is challenging. Traditional input devices,

such as mice and keyboards, quickly show their

limitations in an environment where multiple users

can interact and move freely.

HCI literature o�ers interesting alternatives to

traditional input techniques. In particular, Tangi-

ble User Interactions (TUIs), where users rely on

custom tangible objects to interact with the virtual

scene, have proved e�cient with di�erent types of

displays ranging from smartphones to tabletops.

Tangible controllers have natural advantages such

as the haptic feedback they provide that enables

eyes-free manipulations. They also a�ord speci�c

grasps and manipulations, guiding users on what

they can do with them. Empirical studies that

compare tangibles to other forms of input also re-

port quantitative gains in regarding manipulation

speed and precision in di�erent hardware setups.

However, designing tangible controllers for wall

displays is di�cult. First, the large size and vertical

orientation of walls must be taken into account to

design tangibles with a suitable form factor. Sec-

ond, users move in space. They move away to

get a wider view, move closer to see details, or

adjust their physical position based on other users

and objects in the room. This means that tan-

gible controllers must be usable regardless of the

user's position in the room, which has some im-

pact on design and engineering aspects. Finally, a

wall display is often located in an environment that

feature other devices and displays. In such cases,

designing tangible controllers for a wall display re-

quires to consider the whole multi-display environ-

ment, which constrains even more the tangibles'

form factor and the underlying technologies.

My thesis work makes three contributions to-

wards enabling tangible interaction with wall dis-

plays.

The �rst project, WallTokens, contributes tan-

gibles for enabling on surface interaction with wall

displays. WallTokens are low-cost, passive con-

trollers that users can manipulate directly on the

wall's surface. WallTokens have a mechanism that

allows users to easily attach and detach them from

the wall surface, so that when users are done inter-

acting, they can leave them in place and free their

hands for other purposes. We report on two stud-

ies assessing WallTokens' usability, showing that

they are more precise and comfortable than bare-

hand gestures to perform low-level manipulations

on walls.

The second project, SurfAirs, contributes tan-

gibles that support not only on surface interaction

but also distant interaction with wall displays. We

present two possible designs for versatile tangible

controllers that can be used both on the wall sur-

face when users need precision and detail, and in

the air when they need a wide viewing angle. Sur-

fAirs support both types of input, as well as smooth

transitions between the two. We report on two

studies that compare SurfAir prototypes with bare

hand gestures for performing low-level manipula-

tion tasks. SurfAirs outperform bare hand gestures

regarding accuracy, speed and user preference.

The third project contributes a survey about

the use of physical controllers to interact with a

physical display. Each project is described along

twelve dimensions that capture the design aspects

of the controller, the properties of the display

and how they communicate with each other. We

contribute a Web page to explore this list of refer-

ences along the di�erent dimensions, and use it to

discuss the challenges that underlie the design of

tangible controllers in a multi-display environment.
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